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I.

INTRODUCTION / SUMMARY

Rio Mesa Solar I, LLC, Rio Mesa Solar II LLC, and Rio Mesa Solar III, LLC
(collectively “Applicant”), provide the following Reply Brief, responding to Energy Commission
Staff’s Brief In Response To Topics Identified in Notice of March 19, 2012 Status Conference
(“Staff’s Opening Brief”), and Intervenor Center for Biological Diversity’s Opening Brief
Regarding Data Adequacy and Scheduling (“CBD’s Opening Brief”).1 Applicant’s responses
are summarized as follows.
In response to Staff’s Opening Brief, Applicant discusses below how CEQA does not
require exhaustive evaluation of cultural resources prior to approving a project. Staff’s request
for exhaustive geoarcheological surveys prior to certification is inconsistent with past
commission practice and fails to account for the substantial efforts to date, which have cost the
Applicant approximately 2.5 million dollars. Nevertheless, Applicant will work with staff and
other parties to evaluate cultural resources, but the evaluation will not take 14 – 32 months.
Regarding biological issues, Applicant provides additional information in support of its Opening
Brief. Below, we note that the REAT requested surveys will take up to 25,514 hours, whereas
Applicant’s proposed additional surveys would provide more than enough information to
evaluate impacts to birds, and take 8,373 hours. Finally, in response to CBD’s Opening Brief,
Applicant agrees that desert kit fox should be evaluated under CEQA, but there is no provision
of California law supporting CBD’s contention that a decision on the Project must await
completion of the Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (“DRECP”).
II.

DISCUSSION
A.

CEQA Does Not Require Exhaustive Evaluation Of Cultural Resources Prior
To Approving A Project.

Staff’s Opening Brief discusses the need for additional cultural surveys. In particular,
staff notes that in order to fully evaluate the significance of impacts and the need for additional
mitigation, Applicant needs to conduct approximately 14 – 32 months of additional work,
including Phase 2 geoarchaelogical field investigations. Despite the fact that this level of
analysis has not been required prior to the preparation of a staff assessment (or even a
Commission Decision), staff nevertheless asserts that these surveys are needed during the
discovery phase of this proceeding. Staff states that this additional analysis is needed prior to the
preparation of a Preliminary Staff Assessment because:
While NEPA allows this work to be deferred until after the Record of Decision is
approved, CEQA does not. Recent court decisions have been particularly
adamant about the need to evaluate all resources and determine significance prior
to approving a project.2

1

11-AF-04, Staff’s Opening Brief and CBD’s Opening Brief are available at:
http://energy.ca.gov/sitingcases/riomesa/documents/index.html
2
See Staff Opening Brief at p. 7.
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Contrary to staff’s assertion, the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) does
not require either the Applicant, or the “lead agency to conduct every recommended test and
perform all recommended research to evaluate the impacts of a proposed project. The fact that
additional studies might be helpful does not mean that they are required.”3 Moreover, ‘CEQA
does not require a lead agency to conduct every test or perform all research, study, and
experimentation recommended or demanded by commentors.”4
Rather, CEQA requires an Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) to “be prepared with a
sufficient degree of analysis to provide decision makers with information which enables them to
make a decision which intelligently takes into account environmental consequences. An
evaluation of the environmental effects of a proposed project need not be exhaustive, but the
sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in the light of what is reasonably feasible.”5
With respect to Cultural Resources, Applicant has already provided a good faith analysis
of cultural resources. Applicant conducted intensive pedestrian surveys of the cultural resources
on the project site which took over three months to complete (with over twenty cultural resource
specialists), including 100-percent cultural resources inventory of all portions of the project site.
Applicant’s assessment also included archival research, Class III pedestrian archeological
surveys, and architectural surveys. URS, Principal Investigator (“PI”), Rachael Nixon, also
coordinated directly with BLM, Energy Commission Staff, Landscapes Studies Team and other
PIs to obtain guidance and approach prior to initiating fieldwork on the Project. Guidance
documents and training provided by the agencies were utilized during all fieldwork and
reporting. Moreover, since the Project site was formerly the Sun Desert Nuclear site, and there
have been other subsequent cultural surveys, Applicant was also able to utilize twenty seven
previous cultural surveys within the project site.
Prior to initiating fieldwork, Energy Commission Staff and BLM both provided verbal
authorization to proceed with the approach outlined in the Applicant’s work plan. During initial
meetings and discussions with BLM and CEC there was never any indication that additional
work would be required before preparing the ROD, FSA, or Final Decision. In fact, BLM stated
that additional work would be required after the ROD had been signed, and based on
conversations and previous projects in the area, Applicant understood that the Energy
Commission would apply any additional studies to the Conditions of Certification upon final
approval.
As a result of Applicant’s significant efforts to date, the Technical Report includes the
results of an approved approach (for field and reporting) for this project, and compiles a vast
body of research conducted by recognized professionals and scholars that are experts in this
region. The results of this intensive field and reporting effort took over six months to complete,
and the final report consists of twenty five volumes and over 25,000 pages of valid data, which is
more than sufficient for making informed significance decisions and/or mitigation
recommendations for cultural resources discovered within the PAA. These efforts have cost
3

Association of Irritated Residents v. County of Madera (2003) 107 Cal.App.4th 1383, 1396 [133 Cal.Rptr.2d 718].
14 C.C.R. § 15204(a).
5
14 C.C.R § 15151.
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approximately 2.5 million dollars, which is largely the result of following the required protocols
set forth by the BLM and Energy Commission for this project for the purpose of preparing the
PSA and FSA.
While Applicant will continue to work with staff and other parties to assist in their
evaluation of cultural resources, Applicant disagrees with the suggestion that more
comprehensive cultural surveys, including geoarcheological studies must be completed in order
for staff to analyze potentially significant impacts on cultural resources, and “intelligently take
into account environmental consequences”. Staff estimates that 14-32 months worth of
additional field investigations and evaluation are needed in order to fully assess the impacts on
cultural resources. In light of Applicant’s existing efforts, Staff’s requests seek to create an
exhaustive record of the potential impacts on cultural resources. CEQA does not require this
level of analysis.
B.

Staff’s Request For Exhaustive Geoarcheological Surveys Prior To
Certification Is Inconsistent With Past Commission Practice.

Staff’s request for extensive Phase 2 geoarcheological surveys is inconsistent with the
approach the Commission has taken in previous siting cases where it has allowed these surveys
to take place during compliance.6 For example, in the Almond 2 Power Plant Proceeding (09AFC-02), the Commission concluded:
As discussed above, CUL-1, CUL-2, and CUL-3, require a post-certification,
pre-construction geoarchaeological study to identify the potential presence of
buried prehistoric archaeological resources where the existing gas pipeline will be
reinforced. CUL-1 includes provisions for the geoarchaeologist to receive projectgenerated background data and for the treatment of any buried archaeological
deposits, historic or prehistoric, encountered during geoarchaeological data
collection.
Indeed, we are not aware of any case where the CEC has required this level of
information before certification.7 The Commission should continue the practice here because: a)
as noted above, exhaustive surveys are not required in order for the Commission to evaluate the
significance of potential impacts to cultural resources; and b) the Applicant must meet its
deadlines under its PPAs. In particular, should a PSA be delayed by 32 months, as suggested in
Staff’s Opening Brief, Applicant’s commercial online date (September 30, 2015) would pass
well before the Applicant had any opportunity to even commence construction.
6

Docket Number: 09-AFC-2: Almond 2 Power Plant Project, California Energy Commission Decision, December
17, 2012, Publication CEC-800-2010-018-CMF, at p. 16, 20 (Cultural Resources Section); see also: 08-AFC-5:
Imperial Valley Solar Energy Project (Formerly SES Solar Two): California Energy Commission Decision,
Publication # CEC-800-2010-006-CMF. Posted: October 12, 2010, at p.431; 09-AFC-10: Rice Solar Energy Project:
California Energy Commission Decision, December 2012: Publication CEC-800-2010-019 CMF, at pp. 12, 24
(Cultural Resources Section); Docket Number: 07-AFC-5: Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System, California
Energy Commission Decision, September 2010, Publication CEC-800-2010-004-CMF, at pp. 13-15 (Cultural
Resources Section).
7
Given the timeframe for submitting reply briefs, we were unable to review cultural certifications for every project
approved by the Commission. However, the siting cases in the above footnote represent cases where the
Commission allowed this level of information to be provided as a condition of certification.
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C.

Applicant Will Work With Staff And Other Parties To Evaluate Cultural
Resources, But The Evaluation Will Not Take 14 – 32 Months.

Notwithstanding Applicant’s comments above concerning the need and timing for Phase
2 geoarchaelogical surveys, the timeframes set forth in Staff’s Brief are too long. Applicant will
be able to provide this information within three to four months as shown below. Applicant’s
consultant has cultural resources staff with significant experience preparing and implementing
research designs and evaluation plans for other solar projects with similar artifact classes and
desert environments. Applicant will therefore be able to prepare a research design for a subset of
the 319 prehistoric archaeological sites (and a geaorchaeological plan) within 30-60 days based
on existing research and information readily available. Applicant would request that the
agencies provide review and approval of the plan within two weeks. Both plans can be
implemented within 30 days of approval and the final report of each (including any analysis) and
mitigation recommendations can be provided 30 days after field work is complete. The historic
sites within the project area have been completely inventoried, documented, and were identified
as surface only sites. Additionally, the current historic archaeological 523 series forms include
sufficient information for staff to assess the significance of these site types. Thus, as with other
projects, no evaluation plan will be necessary for the historic archaeological sites within the
PAA.
In sum, Staff’s estimate that this work will take 14-32 months8 grossly over-estimates the
time needed for further evaluation of cultural resources prior to production of a PSA. Applicant
believes that this work can be completed in three to four months, which should not delay the
overall schedule for this Project.
D.

Regarding Biological Issues, The REAT Requested Surveys Will Take Up To
25,514 Hours, Whereas Applicant’s Proposed Additional Surveys Would
Provide More Than Enough Information To Evaluate Impacts To Birds, And
Take 8,373 Hours.

Applicant’s Opening Brief notes that all other CEC projects have used the BLM point
count transect protocol for solar projects to document migratory bird presence and relative
abundance, and the level of effort to satisfy the BLM protocol is typically less than 600 field
hours.9 Based on Applicant’s updated projections, the level of effort requested by the REAT
agencies is more than 25,514 hours. If combined with the approximate 8,600 hours of surveys
Applicant already conducted in 2011, the total biological survey costs would far exceed any
project the Commission has ever licensed. As Applicant noted in its Opening Brief, additional
surveys are neither necessary nor appropriate.10 In further support of Applicant’s comments that
the Project technology is not unduly hazardous to birds, Applicant provides a detailed Risk
Characterization Study (Attachment 1). In addition, Applicant provides detailed cost estimates
of the various avian survey requests the REAT agencies have put forward. As demonstrated in
Attachment 3, the REAT requested surveys would cost Applicant more than four million dollars.
Finally, Applicant provides a revised Compromise Proposal as Attachment 2 to this Reply Brief.
8

See Staff Opening Brief at p. 7.
See Applicant’s Opening Brief at p. 6.
10
Id. at p. 7.
9
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The additional proposed surveys, which were presented at the March 13th, 2012 workshop are
supported by Dr. Peter Bloom, a highly respected ornithologist. The REAT agency
representatives recommended that applicant consult with Dr. Bloom on the avian impacts, and
obtain Dr. Bloom’s advice on additional surveys for the Project. Applicant anticipates that the
proposed additional surveys endorsed by Dr. Bloom will take approximately 8,373 hours to
conduct. The additional surveys will provide more than enough information for the agencies to
evaluate risks the Project poses to birds.
E.

Desert Kit Fox Should Be Evaluated Under CEQA.

CBD’s Opening Brief asserts that:
[A]pplicant and staff have failed to adequately address significant biological
impacts to desert kit fox populations on and near the proposed site. The desert kit
fox is a fully protected species under California law, 14 C.C.R. Sec. 460. The
AFC acknowledges that at least 193 desert kit fox burrow complexes have been
identified on site, and therefore may affect a significant number and population of
this fully protected species. . . Because no take of desert kit fox is allowable under
California law, except where the take is included in an NCCP, and the proposed
project may take desert kit fox, the Committee should consider delaying
processing of this project application until after the DRECP is concluded.
Desert kit fox is not listed or protected under the federal or state Endangered Species
Acts. Take of this species is defined and covered under Fish and Game Code Section 460, which
defines kit fox as a fur-bearing mammal, and take is not allowed without the proper fur-bearing
take permit. While desert kit fox should be considered during staff’s CEQA review of the
Project, California law does not prohibit take except where the take is included in a Natural
Communities Conservation Plan (“NCCP”). CBD does not cite, nor does any provision of
California law support CBD’s position that processing this Project must await completion of the
DRECP. Rather, the NCCP process is a voluntary process and specifically provides for interim
decisions on projects within a particular planning area.11 As Applicant noted in its Opening
Brief, consideration of potentially significant impacts to desert kit foxes under CEQA should not
affect the scope or timeline of Commission review of the AFC.12
In addition, CBD misrepresents the conclusions reached in the AFC. While 193 dens
were observed, Applicant did not conclude that the Project “may affect a significant number and
population of this fully protected species…” Rather, Applicant came to the opposite conclusion:
While desert kit fox den complexes were prevalent in the BSA (193 observed),
many den complexes occur within the home ranges of each single female and can
be used for birthing or as refuges from coyotes. The species is solitary except
during the breeding season and does not maintain territories. Birthing dens are
chosen in September and October after the female visits most of the dens in her
home range and cleans them. Females usually use one complex for birthing that is
11
12

See Cal. Fish and Game Code Sec. 2810(b)(8).
Id. at p. 17.
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three to four kilometers from the nearest neighbor to ensure a good hunting
territory. Puppies are born in February or March and are weaned by June. Den
changes are frequent during the summer when puppies are being fed. At three to
four months the pups begin to forage with the parents. In October the pups head
out away from their parents’ home range. Young foxes may travel long distances
(30 or more km) before settling down. With kit fox ranges varying from 1-2
square miles Morrell (1972), the193 den complexes observed may only represent
8 to 16 home ranges on site.13
III.

CONCLUSION

CEQA does not require exhaustive evaluation of cultural resources prior to approving a
project, and staff’s request for exhaustive geoarcheological surveys prior to certification is
inconsistent with past commission practice. Moreover, staff’s request fails to account for the
substantial efforts to date, which have cost the Applicant approximately 2.5 million dollars.
Nevertheless, Applicant will work with staff and other parties to evaluate cultural resources, but
the evaluation will not take 14 – 32 months.
Regarding biological issues, Applicant provides additional information in support of its
Opening Brief. Applicant is pleased to provide the attached proposal for additional surveys,
which has been endorsed by Dr. Pete Bloom, the ornithologist recommended by the REAT
agencies. Applicant’s proposal would provide more than enough information to evaluate impacts
to birds. Finally, in response to CBD’s Opening Brief, Applicant agrees that desert kit fox
should be evaluated under CEQA, but there is no provision of California law supporting CBD’s
contention that a decision on the Project must await completion of the Desert Renewable Energy
Conservation Plan (“DRECP”).
Dated: March 14, 2012

Respectfully submitted,
ELLISON, SCHNEIDER & HARRIS L.L.P.

By ______________________________________
Christopher T. Ellison
Brian S. Biering
2600 Capitol Avenue, Suite 400
Sacramento, California 95816
Telephone: (916) 447-2166
Facsimile: (916) 447-3512
Attorneys for Rio Mesa Solar I, LLC, Rio Mesa II LLC,
and Rio Mesa III, LLC
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See Application for Certification at p. 5.2-60.
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Tower technnology
proposed for the Rio Mesa Solar Electric Gen
nerating Faciility (Rio Meesa SEGF orr the Project)), and
gy deploymen
nt with that off previous sollar tower projjects. The finndings
compares BrightSourcee’s technolog
86 McCrary et
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discussees avian impaacts attributedd to the Solar One tower prroject,
of the 198
are analy
yzed and com
mpared to th
he potential impacts
i
to aavian speciess using BrighhtSource’s cuurrent
technolog
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he Solar One technology atttributes, signnificant projecct features, annd the
surrounding habitat, and
a
comparees them to the
t deployedd technology and operations experiennce at
urce’s Solar Energy
E
Development Centeer (SEDC) inn the Negev D
Desert in southhern Israel, as well
BrightSou
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c
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ect Descrip
ption

PROJECT DESCRIP
PTION

The propo
osed project site
s consists of
o three plantss is situated oon the Palo Veerde Mesa in Riverside Coounty,
Californiaa, 13 miles so
outhwest of Blythe,
B
and iss located parttially on privaate land and partially on ppublic
land admiinistered by BLM(see
B
Figu
ure 1, Project Features Mapp).
wn as Rio M
p
a 250-m
megawatt (MW
W) (nominal)) facility know
Mesa I, will bee constructed at the
The first plant,
south end
d of the projecct and owned
d by Rio Mesa Solar I, LL
LC. The seconnd plant, anotther 250-meggawatt
(MW) (no
ominal) faciliity known as Rio Mesa II, will be locaated in the ceentral portionn of the projecct site
and owned by Rio Messa Solar II, LL
LC. Rio Messa III, a third 250-megawaatt (MW) (nom
minal) facilityy, will
be constrructed in the northern po
ortion of the Project site and owned by Rio Messa Solar III, LLC.
Collectiveely, these threee plants are known
k
as the Project or Riio Mesa SEGF
F.
Form SF--299 ROW grrant applicatiions for use of
o the BLM lland were subbmitted by R
Rio Mesa Solar III,
LLC to th
he BLM Dessert District office
o
in Morreno Valley, California oon July 8, 2011 and revised on
February 10, 2012. Th
he project sitee has been prreviously distturbed by millitary trainingg operations dduring
World Waar II, and investigative acttivities resultiing from the pproposed SunnDesert Nucleear Power Plaant by
San Diego
o Gas and Eleectric (SDG&
&E) in the 197
70s. Additionnally, existingg transmissionn lines traverrse the
project sitte.
Four addiitional featurees, consisting of linear corrridors used foor site access and electricaal service linees, are
also part of the Projecct. For purposses of definin
ng the approxximate ROW for each 2000-foot corridoor, the
ROW descripptions. Thesee four
areas exteending 100 feeet on either side of centeerline are inclluded in the R
features in
nclude:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bradshaw
B
Traiil Access Roaad Corridor
33
3-kV Service Line Corrido
or New ROW
W
33
3-kV Service Line Corrido
or Existing RO
OW Overbuilld
34
4th Avenue Access
A
Road Corridor
C

Each 250-MW plant requires
r
about 1,850 acress (or 2.9 squaare miles) off land to operrate. The totaal area
f all three plants,
p
includiing the shared
d facilities, iss approximateely 5,750 acrees. Rio Mesa Solar
required for
Holdings,, LLC holds an option agrreement with
h the Metropoolitan Water District of S
Southern Califfornia
(MWD) for
f approximaately 6,741 accres, part of which
w
is plannned for the ddevelopment of the middlle and
southern portions
p
of th
he Project. In
n addition, Rio
o Mesa Solarr III, LLC, haas applied for ROW grantss from
BLM for two areas: a 2,800
2
acre paarcel in which
h the northernn portion of thhe project sitee is located, aand an
n which the common
c
geneerator tie linee (gen-tie line) will be located.
additionall 1,300 acre study area in
Portions of
o this ROW will be assig
gned to Rio Mesa
M
Solar I,, LLC (gen-tiie line), and R
Rio Mesa Solar II,
LLC (gen
n-tie line and portions of the
t solar field
d). The gen--tie line will link the projeect facilities to the
new Southern Californ
nia Edison (S
SCE) Colorad
do River Subsstation (CRS;; see Figure 1, Project Feaatures
Map).
ude three con
ncentrating so
olar thermal ppower plants and a sharedd common arrea to
The Projeect will inclu
include sh
hared system
ms. Each plaant will utilizze a solar poower boiler, located on ttop of a dediicated
concrete tower,
t
and so
olar field baseed on heliostaat mirror techhnology, deveeloped by BriightSource, kknown
as “Luz Power
P
Tower”” (LPT) techn
nology. The reflecting
r
areea of an indivvidual heliosttat (which inccludes

13-Mar-12\SDG
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two mirro
ors) is about 19 square meters
m
[205 sq
quare feet (sqq. ft.)]. The hheliostat fieldds will focus solar
energy on
n the solar power boiler, reeferred to as “solar
“
receiveer steam geneerator” (SRSG
G), which connverts
the solar energy
e
to superheated steam
m.
ne cycle non--reheat steam
m turbine receiiving this supperheated steaam will be diirectly
In each pllant, a Rankin
connected
d to a rotatiing synchron
nous generato
or that geneerates and puushes the ellectricity ontto the
transmissiion system.
Each pow
wer plant willl generate electricity
e
usiing solar eneergy as its pprimary fuel source. How
wever,
auxiliary boilers will be
b used to opeerate in paralllel with the ssolar field duuring partial looad conditionns and
n power is needed after thee solar energyy has diminisshed to a leveel that
occasionaally in the afteernoon, when
no longerr supports solaar generation
n of electricity
y. The auxiliaary boilers wiill also assist with daily staart-up
of the pow
wer generation
n equipment and night-tim
me preservatioon.
The poweer generation equipment will
w be started
d up each moorning beforee sunrise, andd shut down every
evening when
w
insolatio
on drops belo
ow the level required
r
to kkeep the steam
m turbine gennerators (STG
Gs) on
line, excep
pt as describeed above.
The main parameters for
f the plants are
a presented
d in Table 2.1--1.
Table
T
2.1-1
Main Pllant Parame ters

Plantt

Capacity
(Nominal
MW)

No. of
Heliostatts
(approximately)

Ann
nual
Produ
uction
Solar Boiler
(Net MWHs)
M

Annual
Prroduction
N
Nat. Gas
Boilers
(N
Net MWHs)

TTotal Annual
Production
(Net MWHs)

Utility
Interconnectioon

Rio
Mesa I

250 MW

85,000

7055,300

30,000

735,300

SCE 220 kV

Rio
Mesa II

250 MW

85,000

7055,300

30,000

735,300

SCE 220 kV

Rio
Mesa III

250 MW

85,000

7055,300

30,000

735,300

SCE 220 kV

kV = kiloovolt
MW = megawatt
m
MWH = megawatt hour
SCE = Southern
S
Californiia Edison

The shared facilitties (locateed in thee commonn area) w
will includee a com
mbined
b
evvaporation poonds, groundw
water wells, water
administraation/control//maintenance//warehouse building,
treatment plant, construction laydow
wn and parkin
ng areas, mobbile equipmennt maintenancce facilities ffor the
nce crew and
d operators, and
a natural gaas tap and m
meter station. A common sswitchyard w
will be
maintenan
installed on site wheere all three undergroun
nd plant subsstation -transsmission linees will term
minate.
y will be tran
nsmitted on a common lin
ne and towerr system from
m the switchyyard to SCE’ss new
Electricity
CRS, locaated approxim
mately 9.7 milles to the nortthwest of the project site.
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ption

om on-site weells designed to have suffficient capaciity to supply water
Raw wateer will be draawn daily fro
required for
f operation of the Projeect. Groundw
water will passs through a treatment syystem before being
used for potable
p
waterr, service waater, firewaterr, boiler makke-up water, aauxiliary coooling water, aand to
wash the heliostats. A raw water treatment
t
plan
nt will be loccated in the ccommon areaa to clean raw
w well
P
The treatment plaant will be ddesigned to reemove impuriities and makke the
water for use by the Project.
p
an
nd mirror wasshing. Smalll supplementtal water treaatment
water suittable for use in process production
may be ad
dded at each power
p
block for
f domestic water
w
purposees.
To save water
w
in the desert
d
environment in wh
hich the site iis located, eaach plant willl use an air-ccooled
condenserr (ACC) for the
t main-steam cycle. Watter consumptiion, thereforee, will be minnimal [estimaated at
no more than
t
84.5 acrre-feet (ft) per year (afy) for
f each of thhe three plantts, and 6.5 affy for the com
mmon
area, for a total of 260
0afy]. Waterr consumption
n during consstruction willl peak at no m
more than 4000 afy
(over a 12
2 month perio
od). Major contributors
c
to
o water use dduring construuction will innclude dust coontrol
activities and on-site concrete batch
h plants. The land lease aggreement withh MWD allow
ws for access to up
y of water.
to 600 afy
The Projeect will also include an on-site
o
wastew
water treatmeent plant located in the ccommon areaa. The
wastewateer effluent fro
om the Projecct will be disscharged to evvaporation poonds that willl be located in the
common area. Provisio
ons for avian
n protection, most
m
likely nnetting, will bbe included iin the final design.
h-density pollyethylene (H
HDPE) liner too prevent infi
filtration of prrocess
Each pond will be lineed with a high
o the soil belo
ow. When neeeded, pond slludge will be removed from the projectt site by an ouutside
water into
contractorr. Domestic waste stream
ms for such iteems as showeers and toiletss will be routted through oon-site
septic sysstems and leach fields. Sew
wage sludge from the septtic tanks willl be removed from the sitee by a
sanitary service provid
der.
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ENVIRONM
MENTAL SETTING
G

The Rio Mesa
M
SEGF project
p
site is located on the Palo Verde Mesa, withinn the Coloraddo Desert, in ggently
rolling op
pen terrain do
ominated by desert scrub vegetation. T
The Coloradoo Desert is a part of the larger
Sonoran Desert,
D
which
h extends acro
oss the south
hwest United States and innto Mexico. T
The climate iss very
hot and drry in the sum
mmer months, and cool with
h occasional rrain in the wiinter. Perenniial and interm
mittent
rivers and
d streams are rare, and mo
ost water flow
w occurs as fflash flood floows within ddefined washees and
less-defin
ned flood-flow
w paths durin
ng major win
nter and sum
mmer rains. Habitats in this region oof the
Sonoran Desert
D
vary with
w the landsscape and precipitation levvels. The Prooject site is coomprised prim
marily
of creosotte desert scru
ub with areas of desert waash scrub withhin the onsitee washes. The proposed ggen-tie
line alignm
ment passes through
t
BLM
M lands and otther private laands and is m
mainly comprised of desert scrub
habitat an
nd disturbed laands associateed with existiing infrastructture.
The Projeect is located primarily
p
on land owned by
b the Metroppolitan Waterr District of S
Southern Califfornia
(MWD). A portion of
o the Project site and th
he associatedd gen–tie line are locatedd on public lands
B
of Laand Managem
ment (BLM). All lands aassociated wiith the Project are
administeered by the Bureau
within Riv
verside Coun
nty, with the nearest
n
Projecct element appproximately ttwo miles weest by northw
west of
the town of
o Palo Verdee, California (the
( closest to
own to the prooject site).
The projeect site is currrently disturb
bed but undeeveloped landd, and is surrrounded by uundeveloped ddesert
land to th
he north, south
h, east, and west.
w
There are
a irrigated aagricultural laands located approximatelly one
mile to th
he east. A grraded BLM ro
oad, several utility
u
lines aand associatedd service roads run througgh the
project sitte. Portions of
o the site are disturbed due to existing iinfrastructuree including electric transm
mission
lines and a natural gas pipeline. Ad
dditionally, th
he project areea has been ppreviously dissturbed by off
ff-road
mping, and hisstoric use for military trainning during W
World War II,, including traaining
vehicle usse, trash dum
involving tanks and other
o
heavy military
m
vehiicles. The m
military trainning activitiess have resultted in
occasionaal discoveries of unexplodeed ordnance (UXO) on thee site.
The Projeect site generrally slopes to
t the east. The
T average slope is appproximately 1 percent witth the
exception
n of rocky, som
mewhat steep
p slopes located along the northwesternn boundary. T
The Project sitte and
tributary area
a
storm water
w
runoff discharges easst through sevveral ephemeeral washes onn site. The w
washes
convey ru
unoff to Hod
dges Drain, which
w
is apprroximately oone mile eastt of the Projeect. Hodges Drain
conveys runoff
r
approx
ximately two miles south to
t the Palo V
Verde Outfall Drain. Runooff continues south
approximately 6.5 milees within the Palo Verde Outfall Drainn where it disscharges to thhe Colorado R
River.
No dams or levees are located upstrream of the prroject site.
nts in the Co
olorado Riveer Hydrologicc Region rannge from lesss than 3 inchhes to
Annual raainfall amoun
approximately 6 inchess. Most of thee precipitation
n for the regioon occurs in tthe winter andd spring. How
wever,
from the soutth, do occur iin the
monsoonaal thunderstorrms, created by the moveement of subttropical air fr
summer and
a can generrate significaant rainfall in
n some years.. Higher annuual rainfall annd milder suummer
temperatu
ures occur in the mountains to the norrth and west of the hydroologic regionn. Clear and sunny
conditionss typically prrevail, and thee region receives 85 to 900 percent of th
the maximum
m possible sunnshine
each year; the highest value
v
in the United
U
States (U.S.).
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The mean
n annual preccipitation (19
948 to 2010) recorded at the Blythe A
Airport weathher station iss 3.54
inches perr year. The minimum
m
and maximum an
nnual precipittation for thee period of reccord is 0.59 iinches
and 9.16 inches, respectively. Acco
ording to the National Oceeanic and Atm
mospheric Addministration Atlas
n California (2003),
(
betweeen 3 and 3.5 inches of rainn would be expected to faall in a
14 for thee Southeastern
100-year, 24-hour storm
m event.
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SURVEYS

EAGLE
E
NE
EST SURV
VEYS FOR
R RIO MES
SA SEGF

Concern about
a
golden eagle populattion decline has
h led to an iincrease in deemand for gollden-eagle-sppecific
nest surveeys on large-sscale solar eneergy projects.. Golden eaglles are distribbuted throughout North Am
merica
(Johnsgarrd 1990), and
d although th
hey are an un
ncommon resiident within California (Z
Zeiner et al. 1990;
Unitt2004
4), they can be
b locally abu
undant in loccations such as the Altam
mont Pass andd in the Tehaachapi
Mountain
ns. As recentlly as 2002, golden
g
eagle populations
p
inn the westernn United Statees were consiidered
stable exccept in areass of increased
d habitat losss (Harlow annd Bloom 19989). Migrattory and winntering
population
ns are also abundant at these localitties. Mojave Desert breeeding pairs ttend to be w
widely
distributed
d and nest sittes are restriccted to small island mounttain ranges annd occasionaal transmission line
poles.. Siimilarly, win
ntering and migratory
m
ind
dividuals alsoo tend to be widely distrributed acrosss the
Mojave Desert,
D
but arre found more often perch
hed on transm
mission line sstructures in the desert vaalleys.
Golden eaagles forage in
i agriculturaal fields, grassslands, and oopen scrub haabitats. Theyy nest primariily on
cliffs, butt are known to occasionaally nest in laarge trees (e..g., oaks, syccamores) andd transmissionn line
towers. Breeding
B
pairss can occupy
y territories of
o several sqquare miles aand may use several nest sites,
shifting nest sites from
m year to yearr. The speciess’ population has declined because of looss of foraginng and
h
to urb
ban and agriccultural development, illeegal shootingg, incidental poisoning off prey
nesting habitat
species (ee.g., ground squirrels, prairrie dogs), egg
g collecting, ppower line ellectrocution, hhuman disturrbance
at nest sitees (Snow 197
73; Johnsgard
d 1990; Scott 1985) and leaad poisoning (Bloom et al.. 1989, Patteee et al.
1990, Kellly et al. 201
11). In recen
nt decades, wind
w
energy ffacilities in a few Califorrnia localitiess have
produced high levels of eagle mortaality on an ann
nual basis (Huunt 2002, Sm
mallwood and Thelander2008).
ulation in the vicinity of th
he Rio Mesa SEGF interaccts with otherr eagle populaations
The goldeen eagle popu
throughou
ut the western
n United Stattes (Bittner ett al. 2011, Niielson et al. 22011). The G
Great Basin ggolden
eagle pop
pulation estim
mates for 2006
6 to 2010 hav
ve varied from
m 4,200 to 6,0000 individuaals (all age classes;
Nielson et al. 2011). The
T spring-su
ummer eagle population
p
inn southern Caalifornia and A
Arizona woulld add
e
Th
he total eaglee population for the westeern United States (west oof the Rockiees, not
to these estimates.
including Alaska) is esstimated to ex
xceed 23,000
0 individuals ((Nielson et aal. 2011). Eaggle densities in the
ower than oth
her regions of
o the westernn U.S (8.9 eaagles per 10000 square kiloometer
Great Bassin area are lo
2
2
(km ) vs. 12.1 eagles per
p 1000 km for the entirre western U
U.S). The currrent breedingg population in the
a
breed
ding pair locaated over 30 m
miles from the site (Figuree 2).
vicinity of the Rio Messa site is one actively
EGF were coonducted by the Wildlife Research Insstitute
Golden eaagle nest surveys for the Rio Mesa SE
(WRI) by
y helicopter on March 23, 2011. Three flights were conducted inn order to dettermine the nesting
golden eaagle occupanccy within a 10
0-mile buffer of the Projecct. A second survey effort was conductted on
May 5, 6, and 7, 2011. All surveys were
w conductted in accordaance with currrent protocol (Pagel et al. 2010,
nd Schmidt 2011).
2
Durin
ng the prelim
minary surveyy, three inacctive golden eagle nests were
Gould an
documentted within thee 10-mile spaatial buffer, an
nd an additionnal inactive nnest was obseerved less thaan two
miles outtside the bufffer. These fo
our nests werre determinedd to constitutte two goldenn eagle territtories.
Additionaally, one activ
ve golden eag
gle nest was in
ncidentally obbserved moree than four miiles beyond thhe 10mile spatiial buffer in the Little Chu
uckwalla Mou
untains. Duriing the second survey, onee additional ggolden
eagle nestt that was no
ot observed during
d
the March 23 survvey was obserrved within tthe 10-mile sspatial
buffer in the
t southern McCoy
M
Moun
ntains. This nest
n was deteermined to be inactive. No active or occcupied
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nests were documented within the 10-mile spatiial buffer durring the 20111 breeding seeason (WRI 22011).
However,, two golden eagles were observed inccidentally durring the Marrch 2011 spriing botany suurvey.
Both obseervations werre fly-over’s.. No eagles were incidenntally detecteed during thee remainder oof the
intensive biological su
urvey efforts conducted at
a the projec t site duringg the 2011 sppring and suummer
uary 2012, Dr.
D Jeep Pagel reported sighhting a goldenn eagle aboutt 1 mile west of the
seasons. In early Febru
M
site in eaarly Februaryy 2012. Due to the date oof this
eagle nestts detected 7 miles south of the Rio Mesa
sighting, this
t individuaal could be a transient indiividual or it ccould be a terrritorial resideent eagle. Plaanned
eagle surv
veys for the 2012
2
eagle brreeding seaso
on will determ
mine whetherr eagle territoories in the P
Project
vicinity arre occupied in
n 2012.

Eagle Su
urveys for Otther Solar Prrojects in Arrea
Eagle helicopter surveeys have been
n conducted for other solaar projects noorth and wesst of the Rio Mesa
SEGF sitee. Table 1 su
ummarizes th
hese surveys and
a Figure 2sshows the nesst site locatioons detected dduring
these surv
veys. Only siix of 14 poten
ntial nesting territories
t
in tthe Project reegion were coonsidered occcupied
in 2009-2011, based on
n the presencee of adult gollden eagles inn the vicinity of nest sites. Only one terrritory
As shown in F
Figure 1, there are
was documented as acctually being used by a brreeding pair ((Figure 2). A
w
10 milees of the Rioo Mesa SEGF
F site and geen-tie transm
mission
two unoccupied eagle territories within
west of the sitee. No currenntly active breeeding
alignmentt. The nearesst occupied eaagle territory is 16 miles w
territories are known to occur withiin 30 miles of the Rio Meesa site (Figurre 2). Given the distributiion of
"island" mountain
m
rang
ges popping up out of thee desert floorr (Figure 2), the density oof potential ggolden
eagle terrritories is lim
mited by the spatial distrribution of ssuitable nestiing habitat ((cliffs). Nearrly all
mountain ranges have (or have had
d) an eagle teerritory docum
mented historically. Duriing high preyy-base
hat some utility tower terriitories (not shhown) may bbecome activee or new terriitories
years, it is expected th
o eagle popu
ulation increaase due to im
mproved foodd availability. The local ggolden
added durring periods of
eagle pop
pulation does not appear to
o be expandiing into histoorically occuppied habitat, ppresumably ddue to
low prey availability.
a
The non-breeding com
mponent of eagle
e
populattions include s juveniles ((individuals ffledged that year),
ons, adult floaaters that havve not settledd into a breedding territory (Hunt
subadults,, and, in heallthy populatio
1998). Golden
G
eagless with natal areas
a
in south
hern Californnia have beenn tracked soutth to La Paz,, Baja
Californiaa and Guadalajara, Mexicco, east to Arizona
A
and C
Colorado, annd north to N
Nevada, Utahh, and
Wyoming
g and many points
p
in betw
ween (Bittnerr et al. 2011)). In healthy eagle populaations, where most
potential territories arre occupied, many non-brreeding eaglees may existt on the marrgins of terriitories
a
(McCraary et al. 1992
2, Watson 19997, Hunt 19998, Caro et al. 2010).
occupied by breeding adults

Eagle Preey Base Asssessment
URS Corp
poration (UR
RS) performed
d early and laate spring raree plant surveeys (30-meterr wide transeccts) in
March 20
011 and late April
A
to early
y May 2011, desert tortoisse surveys (110-meter wide transects) iin late
April thro
ough mid-Maay, and burrow
wing owl surv
veys (30-metter wide transsects) in late May throughh midJune. Alll surveys coveered 100% off the site to which
w
biologissts had access. Small mam
mmals observved or
indirectly detected from scat or traacks include black-tailed jjackrabbit (Lepus californnicus), white--tailed
g
squirrrel (Ammospermophilusleu
ucurus), deserrt kangaroo raat (Dipodomyys deserti), wooodrat
antelope ground
(Neotoma
a sp.) and rou
und-tailed gro
ound squirrel (Xerospermoophilus teretiicaudus); how
wever, unidenntified
rodent traacks and burro
ows were observed through
hout the bioloogical study aarea.
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Despite th
he prevalencee of burrows, direct observ
vations of smaall mammals were infrequuent. An estim
mated
one jackraabbit per 100
0 acres was ob
bserved. Gro
ound squirrelss could be heeard calling att more than hhalf of
the 128 biird count poin
nt locations. Direct observ
vations occurrred mostly w
when animals were flushedd from
underneatth trees or den
nser shrub pattches on the slopes
s
leadingg to washes orr in the washees themselvess.
Predation pressure on small mamm
mal populatio
ons by resideent mammal and avian prredators, com
mbined
g-term drought conditionss in the Mojjave Desert hhave kept sm
mall populatiions low. W
Winter
with long
(October 1 – Mar 31) rainfall, wh
hich producees the most pplant biomass upon whicch small mam
mmals
h only exceeded 3 inchess in 3 of the last 11 years (2000-2001, 2004-2005, and 2009-2010) in
depend, has
Blythe (W
Weather Undeerground 2012
2). The otherr years withinn this period hhad rainfall tootals of less tthan 2
inches in these cooler season month
hs. The appro
oximate long--term averagee for these moonths is 2.4 innches.
gnificantly lesss than this av
verage rainfalll for 8 out off the last 11 yeears. It may ttake 3
Blythe haas received sig
consecutiv
ve years of ab
bove average rainfall to raiise prey popuulations to levvels that woulld attract addiitional
raptors an
nd be able to support
s
goldeen eagles (Dav
ve Bittner perrs. comm. 20111).
The comm
mon detection
n of red-tailed
d hawks and two
t great-horrned owls witthin the Projeect assessmennt area
would su
uggest that golden eagless are not usiing the area to the degrree that would typically cause
competitiv
ve interaction
ns between eagles and these
t
two othher rival rapptors (Rivardd et al. 2011). If
territorial eagles frequ
uently used the
t Project siite, then few
wer red-tailed hawks and great-hornedd owls
b present duee to competitive exclusionn and predatioon of these tw
wo common raaptors
would be expected to be
by residen
nt eagles (Oleendorff 1976, Marr and Kn
night 1983, K
Kochert et al. 2002, Sergio and Hiraldo 2008,
Lourenco et al. 2011). Nesting gold
den eagles ag
ggressively deefend their neesting territoryy from other rraptor
Watson 1997,Carrete et al. 2002).
species (W

4.2

BIRD
B
POIN
NT COUNT
TS

Bird poin
nt count surv
veys were co
onducted in 2011 duringg both springg and fall. P
Point count ssurvey
methodolo
ogy followed
d the BLM’s Solar Faciliity Point Couunt Protocol (2009), whicch closely foollows
Ralph et al.
a (1995), wiith some mod
difications. Th
his protocol w
was submittedd for review aand approval to all
responsible agencies prior
p
to impleementation. BLM
B
submitteed concurrennce with this protocol via email
mm. 2011). Both
B
spring and
a fall surveyys were condducted one daay a week forr each
(Larry LaaPre, pers. com
transect, for
f four consecutive week
ks, in order to
o identify speecies occupyiing the site duuring each seeason.
Spring po
oint counts began on Aprril 5, 2011 an
nd ended on May 5, 2011. Fall poinnt counts began on
Novembeer 9, 2011 and
a
ended on
n December 9, 2011. C ounts began at sunrise and ended w
within
approximately four hou
urs of sunrisee.
mately 14squuare-mile foottprint,
Sixteen point count traansects were surveyed duee to the Projeect’s approxim
a east of th
he project lim
mits. Each traansect includeed eight pointts that
plus addittional MWD lands south and
were at leeast 250 meters apart. Tran
nsects were co
oncentrated inn areas with hhigh potentiaal for bird actiivities
(e.g., wasshes, high veegetation areaas). Out of 128
1 total surrvey points, 58 (45%) weere located w
within
microphyll woodland,, and an add
ditional 36 (28%)
(
were located withhin 100 metters of microophyll
d. The remain
ning 34 point locations werre within uplaand desert sccrub more thaan 100 meterss from
woodland
microphyll woodland.
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Table 1
Recent
R
Goldeen Eagle Surrvey Results at Solar Projjects in Easteern Riversid
de County

Project Name

Helicopter
H
Survvey
Dates

Numbeer of Eagles
Ob
bserved

Number of
Occupied
Territories

Number of
Active Neests

Numberr of
Inactivve
Nestss

Rice Solar Energy
Project

May 4, 2010 &
May 29, 20100

0

0

0

12

Blythe Solar
S
Power Project
P

No report found

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Palen Solar
P
Power Project

March 25-26 &
April 2-3, 20100.

0

1

4
(no confirm
med
sign off
reproductiion)

4

Genesiss Solar
Energy Project

March 25-26 &
April 2-3, 20100,
Phase II May 14,
2010

7 ( 5 adults, 2
nestlings)

4

9
(one confirmed
sign off
reproductiion)

5

March 23, 2011,
Phase II May 5--7,
2011

0
(2 inncidental
obseervations
on Project Site during
Botanyy Survey in
March)
M

0

0

4

Rio Messa Solar
Power Project
P

Ten minu
ute periods were spent surrveying a rad
dius of 100 m
meters aroundd each surveyy point. Birdss were
recorded as ≤50 meterrs away, ≥50 meters away
y (up to 100 m
meters), or ass a fly-over. The surveyss were
d by two biollogists. Surveeyors scanned
d the sky andd surroundingg vegetation for perching birds
conducted
and listen
ned for calls. Survey
S
startin
ng and ending
g time, startinng and endingg temperaturee, cloud cover, and
wind speeeds were reccorded on datta sheets, alo
ong with anyy incidental ssightings andd species obsserved
during traansit between survey pointss.
A total off 81 bird speccies were obseerved at the project
p
site annd a total of 33,644 individuuals were detected.
No waterffowl (e.g., du
ucks, geese) or
o eagles werre observed dduring the suurveys; howevver, one inciddental
observatio
on of two ind
dividual goldeen eagles werre observed inn March during early sprinng botany surrveys.
The only waterbird ob
bservation waas a flock of 14 white peliicans flying oover the Projject site durinng the
w
also no observations
o
of
o large migrrating flocks oof raptors witth the exceptiion of
spring surrvey. There were
turkey vu
ultures (the laargest being 20-30 indiviiduals observved incidentaally during eaarly spring bbotany
surveys). Special statu
us bird observ
vations includ
ded the state tthreatened Sw
wainson’s haw
wk (one indivvidual
y) and state endangered
e
G
Gila woodpeccker (four inddividuals obsserved
observed during the spring survey
dividual obseerved during tthe fall surveyy).
during thee spring surveey and one ind
During th
he spring 2011
1 surveys, 68 bird species were
w detectedd with a total of 2,622 indiividuals (41.00 birds
per transeect-day). Thiis represents a density of about
a
66 birdds per 100 acres (163.1 birds per km2).. The
most com
mmonly obsserved species included:: Tree swalllow (10.3/ttransect-day), Mourning dove
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(7.5/transect-day), Ash
h-throated fly-catcher (4..8/transect-daay), Verdin ((3.9/transect--day), Black--tailed
P
(1.2/transect-d
(
day).
gnatcatcher (1.3/transeect-day), and Phainopepla
he fall 2011 surveys,
s
47 bird
b species were
w
detectedd with a totall of 1,022 inddividuals (15.0 per
During th
birds per transect-day)). This repreesents a densiity of about 223.5 birds perr 100 acres ((58 birds per km2).
o
speccies included:: Yellow-rum
mped warbler (2.8/transect--day), House finch
The most commonly observed
(2.2/transect-day), Horned lark (1.8/transect-daay), Phainopeepla (1.3/trannsect-day),Veerdin (1.3/trannsect(
day).
day), and Black-tailed gnatcatcher (1.1/transect-d
(
and sw
wallows) deteected during tthe surveys aaccounted forr almost 30 peercent
Aerial forraging birds (swifts
of all spriing season sig
ghtings. Treee swallow waas the most coommon speciies recorded dduring the surrveys.
Doves and
d quail were the second most
m common
n group of birrds detected, rrepresenting over 17 percent of
all sightin
ngs. Migrant warblers reprresented less than
t
10 perceent of all sprinng season sighhtings.
Raptor miigration is oftten inconspicuous and poo
orly defined inn the Lower C
Colorado Rivver Valley (LC
CRV)
(Rosenberrg et al. 1991). Swainson
n’s hawk, Co
ooper’s hawkk, Harris haw
wk, and Merllin detected dduring
surveys arre occasionall migrants thaat are expecteed to use the site in small numbers. Thhe site lies ouutside
the main migration
m
rou
ute of Swainso
on’s hawk an
nd contains pootential winterring habitat ffor Cooper’s hhawks
and Merliins; howeverr, the detectio
on of only on
ne individuall of each speecies suggestss that they arre not
commonly
y present on site. The absence of thesse raptors in the project aarea is especiially evident when
compared
d to other locaales, such as around
a
Borrego Springs, w
where tens to hundreds of Swainson’s hhawks
can be seeen each day on
o their migrration from South Americaa to the Califfornia Central Valley and Great
Basin (An
nza Borrego Natural
N
History Associatio
on 2011, Unittt 2004). Thee most commoon raptors dettected
in the projject area weree turkey vultu
ure, red-tailed
d hawk, and pprairie falcon.
A flock of 14 Americaan white peliccans observed
d during the 22011 spring surveys was thhe only sightiing of
n, or flying ov
ver, the projeect site. This cconfirms the expectation, at least durinng the
a waterbirrd species on
day, that waterbird preesence at the Rio Mesa sitte is limited tto the occasioonal flyover oof birds wanddering
a
fields
fi
or passing through during
d
migratiion. A flock oof sandhill crranes was obsserved
from the agricultural
in fall, ap
pproximately two miles eaast of the sitee flying overr the agricultuural fields. N
No waterbirdss were
observed at or over thee project site during
d
diurnaal fall surveyss, when most waterbird speecies are pressent in
V. This observ
vation furtherr demonstratees general waaterbird fideliity to the agriicultural fieldds and
the LCRV
Colorado River floodp
plain east of th
he Project sitte. Given thee Project site’s peripheral llocation in reelation
uffer of deserrt habitat betw
ween the agriicultural fieldds and
to typical waterbird haabitat and thee one-mile bu
overs by wateerbirds may be
b infrequentt. Shorebirds present in thhe LCRV typpically
the heliosstat field, flyo
follow thee river valley,, but their num
mbers are small compared to large flockks that concenntrate at the S
Salton
Sea (Roseenberg et al. 1991, Patten et al 2006), which
w
is locaated over 100 miles to the west-southw
west of
the Projecct site.
Most mig
grant flocks of
o birds fly att altitudes weell above the proposed pow
wer tower heeight (760 feeet/232
meters [m
m]). When miigrating, neotrropical songb
birds tend to ffly at night at relatively higgh altitudes (4400 m
to 2,000 m above grou
und level [AG
GL]) and man
ny fly non-stoop over the deesert region uunless they arre low
on fat reseerves or poor weather forcces them to the ground (Fellix et al. 20088, Hardy et all. 2004). How
wever,
descendin
ng and ascen
nding migrato
ory birds or those migratting or moviing below toower height aare at
greatest potential
p
risk, and most neo
otropical bird
ds and many llocal birds alll have to do this either at dawn
or dusk wherever
w
they
y initiate or teerminate theirr flight. Uplaand habitats, ssuch as deserrt scrub, are nnot as
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attractive to migrating
g birds as rip
parian areas because
b
of thhe comparatiively lower aabundance off food
T flight altiitude of winteering waterbirrds is often leess than 100 m AGL sincee these
(DeLong et al. 2005). The
birds are moving from
m night roost sites
s
along th
he river to forrage in the aggricultural fiellds during thee day.
The projeect site is not along the loccal potential routes betwe en waterbird winter roost sites and forraging
areas. Mig
grating flockss of waterbird
ds usually fly
y at much higgher altitudes (1200 to 50000 m AGL; B
Beason
1978). Mo
ost migrating
g raptors tend to soar on th
hermal upliftss and glide beetween these thermals but many
use powered flight wh
hen condition
ns require. The
T altitude fo
for overflyingg raptors can be variable, but it
ually be less than
t
300 m AGL.
A
Actively foraging raaptors wouldd usually be fllying below 1100 m
would usu
AGL. No
orthern harrierrs forage low to the ground
d (<30 m AG
GL).
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Projectt Technology Descrip
ption

PROJECT TECHNO
OLOGY D
DESCRIPT
TION

Below is a side-by-sid
de comparison
n of the techn
nical aspects of three projjects: the DO
OE/SCE Solaar One
d constructed
d in the 1980
0’s, BrightSoource Energyy’s Solar Eneergy Developpment
project deeveloped and
Center (SE
EDC) currenttly operating in the Negev Desert in Israael, and the pproposed Rio Mesa SEGF. Four
risk factorrs are discussed:
•

fllux concentrattion

•

ellevated ambieent air temp near
n the surfacce of the SRS
SG

•

co
ollision with heliostats
h
and
d power towerr

•

en
nvironmental setting

In the folllowing tablee we comparre Solar One and SEDC in size and avian activitty, and how those
characteriistics differ frrom the proposed Rio Mesa SEGF. W
We reason thaat the results aand conclusioons of
the study done at the Solar
S
One project are site-specific andd in large partt do not applly to the Rio Mesa
SEGF.
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Table 2
Comparrison of Power Tower
T
Technolog
gy at Three Project Sites
Risk Factor

Solar One
O

SE
EDC

Rio Mesa SEGF

10 MW Demonstrration Project,
282’ Steel Latttice Tower,
126Acres Evaporration Ponds,
1,818 Heliostats

6MW Pilo
ot Project,

3 Prroposed 250 MW Plaants
7760’Concrete Towerrs,
5,570 Acres,
4 accres Evaporation Poonds
255,000 Heliostats

256’ Steel Lattice
L
Tower,
19 acres Evap
poration Ponds,
1,610_H
Heliostats

Flux Conncentration
Occurs w
when many heliostats are reflecting
sunlight too a small area/volum
me in space. The
concentraation of energy in itseelf does not
cause a ssignificant rise in the ambient air
temperatuure, but any matter (ssuch as the
SRSG or the body of a bird) will
w be heated.
The rate oof rise in temperaturee of a body or
structure within the flux will bee a function of
the amouunt of flux. How absoorptive the
surface oof the matter is and thhe time that
matter staays in the concentratted flux also are
key factorrs in determining the temperature
and impaact on the surface of the
t body or
structure..

,When
,
Solar One was operating,
common
c
practice in the
t boiler
industry for conventioonal metal tubes
was
w a maximum flux on the receiver
of
o 500-600kW per square meter.
Aiming
A
controls weree primitive by
today’s
t
standards, soo use of a four
standby
s
point system
m at Solar One
was
w substantial and necessary
n
to
control
c
flux on the booiler. (see Photo
2)
2 Based on BSE’s faamiliarity with the
project
p
and the state of heliostat
control
c
technology att the time, we
estimate
e
the flux conccentration at
those
t
standby points to be
approximately1500kW
a
W/m2.

Maximum
M
flux on thee receiver is 600kW
per
p square meter.
Two
T standby points are
a used at SEDC
since
s
the boiler facess in one direction onlyy.
Improvements
I
in the heliostat control
technology
t
allows redduction of the flux
concentration
c
at thosse standby points to
around
a
1000kW/m2.
Although
A
no formal study has been
undertaken
u
at SEDC, three years of dailyy
ground
g
activity at thee facility has yielded nno
observations
o
of aviann mortality.

Maximum flux oon the receiver will bee 600kW per
square meter.
Given new advaances in heliostat control
technology, BrigghtSource power tow
wer plants will
no longer use sstandby points, but raather a standby
zone that will foorm a ring-like shape around the
SRSG. This will greatly reduce flux cconcentration,
as each heliostat will be aimed at a slightly
different point (see Photo 3). BSE estimates the
flux concentration in the standby zone to be no
more than 500kkW/m2.
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Table 2
Comparrison of Power Tower
T
Technolog
gy at Three Project Sites

Risk Factor

Solar One
O

SE
EDC

Rio Mesa SEGF

10 MW Demonstrration Project,
282’ Steel Latttice Tower,
126Acres Evaporration Ponds,
1,818 Heliostats

6MW Pilo
ot Project,
256’ Steel Lattice
L
Tower,

3 Prroposed 250 MW Plaants
7760’Concrete Towerrs,
5,570 Acres,
4 accres Evaporation Poonds
255,000 Heliostats

19 acres Evap
poration Ponds,
1,610_H
Heliostats

Elevated Temperature Near Surface of SRSG
Occurs duue to localized therm
mal convection
near the fface of the SRSG. The
T shape of the
elevated ttemperature zone is not fixed and
depends on atmospheric condditions,
especiallyy wind. In calm wind conditions the
area of slightly elevated tempeeratures will tend
to have a tear drop shape as hot
h air rises (see
CFD moddel report in Appendixx A).

No
N direct data about this factor at
Solar
S
One is availablee at this time.
BSE
B has not modeledd air
temperatures
t
around the Solar One
boiler.
b
However, sincce the boiler tube
coating
c
at Solar One and SEDC were
the
t same, we can asssume, with a
certain
c
amount of connfidence, that the
physical
p
mechanism resulting in
convective
c
heat was very similar to
what
w BSE has modeled for our SEDC
and
a Ivanpah facilitiess.

Calculated
C
by a CFD
D model1
(see
(
Appendix A -“A
Air Temperature
Surrounding
S
the SRS
SG” report for
interpretation
i
of the CFD
C model developeed
for
f SEDC and Ivanpaah). The CFD modell
indicates
i
that elevateed air temperatures
around
a
the SRSG aree limited to only a few
w
inches
i
from the surfaace, at which point th e
temperature
t
is only 40
4 oC above ambient
and
a then drops rapidly with further
distance
d
from the SR
RSG.

Based on the C
CFD model1 done for Ivanpah and
extrapolated forr Rio Mesa Solar, thiss area will
extend less than five meters horizonntally and down
wind from the S
SRSG face. At 1.5 meeters above the
SRSG the maxximum air temperaturre will drop to
~15oC above am
mbient. The elevatedd temperature
dissipates rapiddly such that at a disttance of the
SRSG width (appproximately 20 meteers), there is no
measurable tem
mperature increase frrom the SRSG
(see Appendix A
A).

Note 1: C
CFD is Computationaal Fluid Dynamics
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Table 2
Comparrison of Power Tower
T
Technolog
gy at Three Project Sites

Risk Factor

Solar One
O

SE
EDC

Rio Mesa SEGF

10 MW Demonstrration Project,
282’ Steel Latttice Tower,
126Acres Evaporration Ponds,
1,818 Heliostats

6MW Pilo
ot Project,
256’ Steel Lattice
L
Tower,

3 Prroposed 250 MW Plaants
7760’Concrete Towerrs,
5,570 Acres,
4 accres Evaporation Poonds
255,000 Heliostats

19 acres Evap
poration Ponds,
1,610_H
Heliostats

Collisionn with Heliostats and
d Power Towers (fo
or Night Time Flyerss)
heliostatts.
This risk ffactor was mentionedd as one of the
primarycoontributors to bird moortality in the
1986 McC
Crary report.

Solar
S
One used seveeral types of
heliostats,
h
most of whhich were large
and
a had multiple mirrrors (510ft2) and
reached
r
as high as 26.5’
2
above
grade(See
g
Photo 2).
According
A
to McCraryy, over eighty
percent
p
of avian morttalities were from
collisions
c
with these large
l
tall mirrors.
No
N data exists for moortality of nighttime
t
migratory birds at
a Solar One.

SEDC
S
uses mostly thhe single mirror LH-1
(75ft
( 2) and some duaal mirror LH-2 (150ft2)
heliostats.
h
Both typess are much smaller
than
t
the Solar One heliostats, and only
reach
r
about 12-13 feeet above grade.
Although
A
no formal study has been
undertaken
u
at SEDC, three years of dailyy
ground
g
activity at thee facility has yielded nno
observations
o
of aviann mortality.
The
T Gemasolar plantt in Spain has similarr
results.
r

Rio Mesa will use all dual mirror LH--2.3 heliostats
with a surface aarea of 204ft2,(less thhan half the size
of the Solar One heliostats) and a m
maximum height
of 13.5 feet aboove grade.
Six years of datta collected during a radar study
conducted from
m the Blythe airport reevealed that
approximately 885% of night-time miggration
occurred at an altitude of 1000ft or m
more (R.L.
McKernan perss. comm. 2012).
In addition, Rio Mesa SEGF risk of ccollision with
the towers will bbe minimized by: nonn-reflective
concrete constrruction, appropriate FFAA lighting,
and relatively small (60-80 ft.) horizoontal profile.
Additionally, unnlike wind turbines, thhere are no
spinning bladess on the towers. Theere are no hightension guy-wirres. The highest risk oof collision from
nighttime migraatory birds will be durring inclement
foggy whether ((infrequent occurrencce in Blythe
area) and moonnless nights (1-2 dayys/month)
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Table 2
Comparrison of Power Tower
T
Technolog
gy at Three Project Sites

Risk Factor

Solar One
O

SE
EDC

Rio Mesa SEGF

10 MW Demonstrration Project,
282’ Steel Latttice Tower,
126Acres Evaporration Ponds,
1,818 Heliostats

6MW Pilo
ot Project,
256’ Steel Lattice
L
Tower,

3 Prroposed 250 MW Plaants
7760’Concrete Towerrs,
5,570 Acres,
4 accres Evaporation Poonds
255,000 Heliostats

19 acres Evap
poration Ponds,
1,610_H
Heliostats

Environm
mental Setting
Birds in thhe desert tend to be more plentiful
where waater, food and nestingg habitat are
present. Irrigated farmlands and
a riparian
areas attrract more species of birds and in
greater nuumbers than desert scrub
s
habitats
due to theere being permanentt water and more
foraging aand nesting habitats.

Solar
S
One was situatted directly
adjacent
a
to irrigated farm
f
land and
had
h approximately1226 acres of unnetted
n
(open) evaporration ponds
directly
d
adjacent to thhe Solar field.
According
A
to McCraryy, these ponds
and
a the adjacent irriggated farm land
attracted
a
significant avian
a
activity to
the
t Solar One projectt site.

SEDC
S
is located withhin the Syrian-Africann
fault,
f
a major flyway for
f migratory birds inn
the
t region. SEDC dooes not have ponds oon
site,
s nor is there openn water or farm landss
near
n the project site. Although no formal
study
s
has been undeertaken at SEDC, threee
years
y
of daily groundd activity at the facilityy
has
h yielded no obserrvations of avian
mortality.
m
This suggeests that Solar One’ss
bird
b issues may be a site-specific issue
and
a should not be exxtended to all projectss
employing
e
solar poweer tower technology.

The heliostat fieelds at the Rio Mesa SEGF will be
located in areass of desert scrub appproximately one
mile away from irrigated agriculturall fields. There
are no permaneent streams or rivers on site and no
riparian habitat. The Project will havve only 4 acres
of netted evapooration ponds east off the solar field,
and the towers will be approximatelyy 3 to 4 miles
from the agricultural fields.
The Colorado R
River is about 5 miless away at its
closest reach, aand is typically 6-8 m
miles from the
site. It is considdered a secondary flyyway to the
Pacific Flyway, which is over 100 miles to the west,
and connects thhe Sea of Cortez withh the Salton
Sea and Peninssular Mountain Rangges to California
Central Valley aand Great Basin areaas east of the
Sierra Nevada Range.
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RISK
R
CHA
ARACTER
RIZATION FOR EA
AGLES AN
ND OTHE
ER
BIRDS

Based on the available data outlin
ned below, th
he potential ffor Project-related golden eagle mortallity is
expected to be low. This conclussion is suppo
orted by the small numbber of eagles observed annd the
o occupied golden
g
eagle breeding
b
territtories near thhe Project Areea.
relatively low density of
urces of poten
ntial eagle mortality withinn the 10-mile rradius of the pproject are lissted
The most probable sou
3 The very lo
ow abundance of eagles in
n the project vvicinity foundd during 2011 would suggeest
in Table 3.
that expossure to these risk
r factors will
w also be very low.
Table 3
Poten
ntial Eagle Riisk Factors within
w
10 Milles of the Rioo Mesa Projeect
Risk Category

Descrription

Collision witth Motor Vehiclees

Potential for collisions along I-10, SR-778, and local roaads.

Electrocutioons

Existing power lines (ddistribution and trransmission) witthin 10 miles of tthe
projectt. All are designeed to prevent raaptor electrocutioons. The Gen-Tie
transm
mission line will aalso be designedd to prevent raptoor electrocutionss and
will be parallel and adjaacent to existingg transmission linnes. The 220kV
V
transm
mission lines from
m the Power Bloccks to the comm
mon area switchyyard
are plaanned for undergground installatioon.

Rangeland Management annd Grazing Practtice

Livestoock grazing in thee vicinity could ddraw eagles intoo the area to foraage on
carcasses.

Habitat Losss and Fragmentaation

OHV rooad use, currentt and future projeects in vicinity.

Lead Poisonning

Huntingg on private andd public lands in multiple use areeas.

Recreation Activities
A
(motorrized)

Disturbbance caused byy large-scale usee of motorized vehicles.

Wildfire andd Suppression

BLM management,
m
wilddfires.

Invasive Plaant Species

Effectss on native habitaat could adverseely affect jack-raabbit population ((eagle
prey baase).
Severaal renewable eneergy projects norrth and west of tthe Rio Mesa SE
EGF:
• Mortality or injury from disorientattion and consequent strikes on
reeflective heliosta t mirrors or suppporting structurees.
•

Thhe effect from heeat and bright ligght at highly conncentrated focal points
(M
McCrary et al. 19986).

•

Disorientation andd strikes againstt structures becaause of artificial night
ligghting (Podolskyy, 2006).

•

Biird strikes againsst solar receiverr towers if they aattract birds that are
looking for roostinng locations.

•

Biird strikes againsst heliostats thatt may attract birdds seeking shadde
duuring hot days.

•

Biird strikes againsst or electrocutioon from contact with gen-tie lines that
may
m not be visiblee to birds during flight or that maay attract roosting
birds.

Cumulative Effects Renewaable Energy
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The substtantial distancce of the pro
oject from thee inactive eaggle nests (moore than 6 m
miles) also sugggests
little futurre interaction
n between the towers and young
y
eagles or resident aadults should the nest sitess ever
become active
a
and pro
oduce young; however, po
otential eagle foraging habbitat will be loost for the liffetime
of the proj
oject.
Floaters have
h
been sho
own to be mo
ore vulnerablee to collision with turbine blades at wind-energy prrojects
than locallly-breeding adults and ju
uveniles (Hun
nt et al. 20022). There aree no reports oof eagles colliding
with tall structures. However, co
ollisions of nocturnal
n
avi an migrants with transm
mission lines, radio
uy wires and tall buildingss are well doccumented (Be vanger 1998,, Kerlinger 20000, Ericksonn et al.
towers, gu
2001, Ericckson et al. 2005).There
2
are
a no data to determine eaagle breedingg trends in thee region, but rrecent
eagle surv
vey results su
uggest that th
he breeding potential
p
of thhe species in the region iss currently lim
mited.
The neareest known acttively breedin
ng pair of eag
gles is over 330 miles from
m the project site. This liimited
breeding potential
p
is fu
urther reduced by current weather trendds causing low
w prey popullation cycles in the
region.
vey data and diurnal bird survey data for the Rio Mesa SEGF currently inndicate low uuse by
Nest surv
golden eaagles in and neear the Projecct Area with an
a associated low risk for m
mortality.
•

Only six of 14 potential nestin
ng territories in
i the Projectt region weree considered occupied in 2009a
golden eagles in the vicinity of neest sites (Figuure 2).
2011, based on thee presence of adult

•

Only one territory located overr 30 miles fro
om the Rio M
Mesa site wass documentedd as actually being
used by
b a breeding
g eagle pair.

•

No acctive golden eagle
e
nests weere documented within 10 miles of the P
Project Area iin 2011.

•

No baald eagles aree known to nest
n within 10
0 miles of thhe site. This species is a rrare to uncom
mmon
winter visitor in the project vicinity (Rosenbeerg et al. 199 1).

•

Curreently, the majority of the eagles
e
presen
nt in the projeect vicinity arre transient inndividuals annd not
resideent breeding adults.
a

Golden eaagles also cou
uld be exposeed to the direect impact off collision or strikes with oother human--made
objects in
n the Project area.
a
The tran
nsmission linees, substationns, switchyardd, and fences in the Projecct area
nominally
y increase thee risk of colllisions. Tran
nsmission linee impacts wiill be minim
mized by folloowing
Avian Power Line Inteeraction Com
mmittee guideelines for trannsmission linees. Potentiall impacts to eeagles
P
generaator tie-line and
a associated
d facilities aree expected to be minimal ddue to:
from the Project
•

the underground
u
construction of transmisssion lines froom the poweer blocks to the commonn area
switcchyard

•

placeement of the gen-tie
g
line frrom the switcchyard to CRS
S adjacent exiisting transmiission lines,

•

use of
o best practicces in the con
nstruction of th
he proposed ttransmission lines

•

due to
t the apparen
nt low exposu
ure level sugg
gested by survvey data.
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It is possible that the reegional goldeen eagle population will inccrease if theirr prey base poopulations reccover.
o unoccupied territories within
w
10 milees of the Proj ect site becom
me occupied, a monitorinng and
If the two
adaptive management
m
program shou
uld be consid
dered. If deeemed approprriate, the Projject proponennt will
prepare an
n Eagle Conservation Plaan (ECP) thatt will follow the United S
State Fish and Wildlife Seervice
(USFWS)) ECP guidan
nce. The EC
CP would con
ntribute towaard minimiziing mortalityy of golden eeagles
associated
d with the Pro
oject.
Erickson et al. (2001)) reported on
n 17 studies where
w
collisi on mortality at communiication towers was
o time rangin
ng from one to
o 38 years. Foor studies connducted over a period of att least
measured for periods of
two years, with searchees conducted on a daily orr almost dailyy basis, the esttimated meann number of aannual
a
y 82 birds peer year at ann 825-ft (2500-m) tall televvision
collisions per tower raanged from approximately
A
to 3,199
3
birds peer year at a 1,000-ft
1
(305--m) tower in Eau Claire, W
Wisconsin. A
Avian
tower in Alabama
mortality appears to in
ncrease with to
ower height. Taller towerss also tend to have more gguy wires andd more
g red lights, which may inncrease the ppotential for ccollision morrtality.
lights, oftten more solid or pulsating
Most ligh
hted towers arre lit due to FAA
F
pilot waarning regulattions. On fogggy or low clooud-ceiling nnights,
these ligh
hted towers appear
a
to attract neotropiccal nocturnal migrants (M
Manville 20000, Kerlinger 22000),
increasing
g the risk of collision.
c
Lighting appearss to be the sinngle most critical attractannt, and prelim
minary
research indicates
i
thatt solid and pu
ulsating red liights seem too be more atttractive to birrds at night dduring
inclementt weather conditions than are
a white strob
be lights. It iss speculated tthat the birds are attracted to the
lighted to
owers, becom
me disoriented
d and fly aro
ound them in a spiral, collliding with tthe tower, the guy
wires, and
d other birds. Of note is th
hat the towerrs for the Rio Mesa SEGF do not have guy wires, annd the
tower itseelf would bee visible in moon
m
light, as
a it is a sollid 60-80 feeet diameter cconcrete struucture.
However,, the towers would
w
be diffficult to see on
o moonless nights. Succcessful methods of reducinng the
frequency
y of avian co
ollisions with towers havee been develooped (Manvillle 2005, Gehhring et al. 22009).
Radar datta for the Mo
ojave Desert indicates
i
thatt less than 155% of the noccturnal migraant birds fly bbelow
300 meterrs (Felix et all. 2008, R.L. McKernan, pers.
p
comm. 22012). The R
Rio Mesa SE
EGF towers w
will be
226 m talll.
In its drafft Guidance (USFWS
(
2011), the Servicce provided a mathematiccal model thaat estimates faatality
risk at wiind project siites. The mod
del relies on a logical assuumption that there is a poositive relatioonship
between the
t number off minutes eag
gles are in clo
ose proximityy to the turbinnes, the numbber of turbines, and
risk of co
ollisions by eaagles. The reesults of the model
m
predic t the numberr of fatalities per year at a wind
project siite. An estim
mate of the amount
a
of tim
me eagles sppend over/on the project site is requirred to
estimate statistically
s
th
he exposure risk
r at the pro
oject site. H owever, a reccent study foound no correelation
between these predicttive estimatees and actuall mortality ((Ferrer et al.. 2011). Thhere was no clear
relationsh
hip between predicted
p
risk and the actuaal recorded biird mortality at wind farm
ms. Risk assessment
studies incorrectly assu
umed a linearr relationship between freqquency of observed birds annd fatalities.
Data are lacking
l
for estimating the collision
c
prob
bability for strructures assocciated with soolar tower proojects.
It is expeccted the colliision probabillity would bee lower for soolar projects ddue to the lacck of movingg parts
(no turbin
ne blades), ab
bsence of high
h tension guy
y wires and thhe small areaa of lower inttensity flux eenergy
associated
d with each power
p
tower at
a the Rio Meesa SEGF. S
Shorter heliosstats at the Riio Mesa SEG
GF are
expected to reduce the incidence off collision com
mpared to thee Solar One pproject equipm
ment. Whereas the
t 26.5 feet in
n the air, the heliostats at the Rio Mesa SEGF will reach
heliostats at Solar Onee reached up to
no more than
t
13.5 feeet high. Som
me resident so
ongbird collissions are expected to be uunavoidable ddue to
birds thatt fail to recog
gnize clear orr reflective gllass panes ass barriers andd potential beehavioral effeects of
mirrored glass
g
inducing
g collisions (K
Klem 1989, 1990,
1
Ericsonn et al 2005).
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The Solarr One projectt was an 80-acre project supported byy the U.S. Deepartment off Energy and SCE.
They sponsored a stud
dy to determ
mine the bird mortality ratte and causess of mortalityy at the Solarr One
project sitte (McCrary et al., 1986). This study involved 40 weekly survveys for bird carcasses bettween
May 1982
2 and May 19
983. The stud
dy identified 70
7 bird fatalitties includingg 26 species oover a period of 40
weeks. Th
he mean rate of mortality between weeekly visits waas 1.9 to 2.2 birds. The sttudy made exxternal
examinatiions of brokeen bones and singed or bu
urned featherss. Of the totaal 70 mortalitties, 13 weree from
heat injurry and 57 from
m impact trau
uma. The aveerage daily bbird count waas 314 ± 203 standard devviation
(111 to 51
17) over an arrea of 370 acrres. Most of th
he fatal impaccts were withh mirrored helliostats.
Solar Onee utilized a concept of staandby mirrorss being focus ed on two “sstandby pointts” that are loocated
several meters
m
from thee solar boiler. When many
y heliostats ar
are focused onn a standby pooint in the airr, they
can produ
uce very high flux within a small zone. Birds may hhave flown innto this zone aand been unaable to
escape beefore receivin
ng heat injury
y. The McCraary et al. (19986) states thaat all heat inj
njuries were ddue to
standby points. McCraary et al. (1986) concluded
d that mortalitties representeed only 0.6 too 0.7 percent of the
local popu
ulation presen
nt at any giveen time, based
d on the meann of total dailyy bird counts,, which the auuthors
characteriized as minim
mal.
(1) At
A Solar One,, 81.4 percen
nt (57/70) off mortalities were due too strikes agaiinst the helioostats,
whereas,
w
18.6 percent of mortalities
m
(13
3/70) were duue to heat injjury. No fatall impacts from
m the
to
ower or poweer lines were reported.
r
Exttrapolated esttimated mortaalities at Rio Mesa SEGF based
on
n these data are not valid
d, as there arre several im
mportant diffeerences betweeen the Solarr One
faacility and th
he proposed Rio
R Mesa SE
EGF. The Soolar One site was adjacennt to 2700 acrres of
irrrigated agricu
ultural fields, and
(2) The
T Solar Onee site had apprroximately 12
26 acres of coonstructed waater impoundm
ments (evaporation
po
onds).
(3) Solar One utilized high flux concentratiion standby ppoints, Rio M
Mesa SEGF uttilizes a loweer flux
nd dispersed standby
s
ring.
an
(4) Solar One heliiostats were more
m
than tw
wice as large (500ft2 versuus 204ft2) andd nearly doubble in
heeight (26.5 ft.. versus 13.5 ft.)as comparred to Rio Meesa SEGF.
Based on observationss of working
g tower facilities around tthe world, it does not apppear that the solar
towers wiill have a sign
nificant negattive impact on
o bird popul ations. It is important to remember thhat the
Solar Recceiver Steam Generator
G
(SR
RSG) is desig
gned to absorb
rb energy, nott reflect it.Froom the total eenergy
that is con
ncentrated on the tower, ~9
96% is absorb
bed and only 4% reflected back to the aatmosphere. W
While
the SRSG
G shines brigh
ht, it is design
ned to minimiize heat loss, and elevatedd air temperattures are limiited to
only abou
ut 5 meters from the SRSG
G’s surface an
nd about 60 m
meters above it. The area oof significantt solar
flux aroun
nd the boiler where
w
reflecteed sunbeams converge is aalso very smaall, and constiitutesonly 0.0046%
of the totaal airspace of the developed area of the Project.
A weekly
y mortality esttimate was deerived by adju
usting the moortality data ffrom Solar Onne (1.5 to 1.88 nonheat fataliities per week
k) and extrapo
olating to the size of Rio M
Mesa SEGF, tthe mortality at Rio Mesa S
SEGF
is estimatted to be bettween 5.8 to 6.7 birds peer week [(1.55 to 1.8) (0.4425) (8.75) = 5.6 to 6.7]]. The
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technolog
gy at Rio Messa SEGF doees not producee hot standbyy zones as Soolar One did, so no heat-reelated
fatalities are
a expected. The worst-case mortalitiees by feature aare estimatedd to be:
•
•
•
•

Heliostat
H
fieldss (impact morrtality): 5.8 to
o 6.7 birds perr week
Power towers (heat
(
mortalitty): 0.0 birds per week
Fatal impacts with
w other stru
uctures: minimal
Fatal impacts with
w the gen-ttie lines: miniimal

Impact Reduction
R
Measures
M
The follow
wing are proaactive measurres designed to avoid and minimize rissks to birds. P
Proactive meaasures
are anticip
patory actionss that avert fu
uture impacts,, rather than rremedial measures that occcur after the ffact.
•

Configure
C
Fed
deral Aviatio
on Administraation (FAA) lighting to have only reed lights witth the
lo
ongest permisssible intervall between flasshes and the sshortest permiissible flash dduration.

•

Sy
ynchronize FAA lighting to
t increase the flash effect .

•

Use
U colored lights (yellow)) that do not attract insect s to avert fattal impacts byy bats during night
washing
w
operaations.

•

Design
D
and construct
c
gen
n-tie poles acccording to industry guiidelines in A
Avian Power Line
In
nteraction Co
ommittee (AP
PLIC [2006])) and Edisonn Electric Insstitute (2004)) to prevent avian
ellectrocution.

•

Use
U closed tan
nks to store waater associateed with boilerr commissioniing and emerggency outfalls.

•

Design
D
the plaant lighting sy
ystems with hoods to minim
mize night skky illumination that could aattract
orr disorient birrds at night.

•

Prrovide workeer awareness programs th
hat increase uunderstandingg of avian thhreats and ennhance
co
ooperation an
nd compliancee.

•

Contain
C
all traash associated
d with the pro
oject that couuld provide suubsidies to ppredators in seecure,
seelf-closing recceptacles to prevent
p
the inttroduction off subsidized foood resourcess.

•

Prromptly remo
ove and dispo
ose of all road
d-killed animaals on the projject site or itss access roadss.

•

Use
U water for construction
n, operation, maintenance,, and decomm
missioning (ffor example, truck
washing,
w
dust suppression, heliostat waashing, landsccaping) in a manner that does not ressult in
pu
uddling.
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•

Based
B
upon th
he limited num
mber of goldeen eagle sighhtings during recent surveyys and the disstance
frrom the nearest inactive or
o active nesst, the currennt use by gollden eagles oof the projectt area
ap
ppears to be currently
c
limiited to only a few individuuals. Thus farr, two eagles of unknown status
were
w
detected at the Projecct in March 2011. Plannedd fixed-point monitoring aas defined by Peter
Bloom
B
will prrovide additio
onal quantitattive data of ssite use by eaagles. This aapparent extreemely
lo
ow eagle abun
ndance refleccts the paucity
y of the princcipal golden eeagle prey speecies in the ddeserts
off California and
a Nevada, th
he black-taileed jackrabbit ((Bloom and H
Hawks 1982) and their habbitat.

•

Based
B
on speccies relative abundance
a
deerived from ddiurnal bird ppoint count traansect data fo
for the
Rio
R Mesa site and flight beh
havior, bird species
s
most aat risk for pottential mortallity associatedd with
th
he structures and
a operation
n of the power tower technnology are sw
wifts, swallow
ws, common raaptors
(tturkey vulturee, red-tailed hawk),
h
and possibly
p
winteer flocks of ddove, quail, ffinches and hhorned
laarks.

•

Diurnal
D
survey
ys to date indicate an exttremely low use of the p roject area bby both eaglees and
migratory
m
bird
ds, due to perh
haps to a lack
k of prey andd other food, distance from
m migration rroutes
an
nd preferred riparian habitats, respectiively. Thus,, the low riskks presented by the Rio Mesa
SEGF technollogy, combin
ned with the low levels oof eagle and migratory bbird activity iin the
uggest relativ
vely low poten
ntial for adveerse impacts to bird populaations as a ressult of
prroject area, su
th
he constructio
on and operatiion of the Pro
oject, but on-ssite, radar techhnology at niight should prrovide
th
he most concllusive evidence for the pottential frequeency of nocturrnal collisionns by birds wiith the
to
owers at nightt.

•

Based
B
on obseervations at working
w
pow
wer tower faccilities aroundd the world, it is unlikelyy that
BrightSource’s
B
s facilities em
mploying its current versioon of concenntrating solar power technnology
will
w have a sub
bstantial impaact on birds. Solar boilers are designedd to absorb ennergy, not to rreflect
it, and that wh
hile the boilerr shines brigh
ht, it is desiggned to signifficantly reducce heat loss, w
which
ures across on
nly a small aiir space closee the SRSG suurface. The aarea of
reesults in elevaated temperatu
siignificant sollar flux conceentration, wh
here reflectedd sunbeams cconverge, is also a very ssmall.
Portion of the total airspacee above the deeveloped areaa of the projecct from grounnd level to 7600’(the
taallest part of the towers). Finally, whille heliostats aat Solar One extendedoveer26 feet abovve the
grround, the miirrors at Rio Mesa
M
SEGF will
w reach appproximately haalf that heighht.

•

Birds
B
that fly into
i
the zone of convergin
ng reflected suunlight betweeen the heliosstats and the ppower
to
owers are unllikely to be affected. The technology aand operationns of the Rio Mesa SEGF differ
frrom Solar On
ne, which, acccording to the
t McCraryy study, caused avian fataalities due too heat
lo
oading and sin
ngeing. The technological progression ffrom using sttandby points to using a staandby
riing with loweer flux will miinimize the risk to aerial fooragers and loow-flying birdds.

•

Sttudies in the Blythe
B
area have
h
shown th
hat approximaately 85 perceent of birds thhat migrate att night
haave been fou
und to fly att an altitude typically 10 00 feet moree above the ground, exceept in
lo
ocations where crossing over topograaphic feature s, such as rridge tops, oor when incleement
weather
w
forcess them to fly closer
c
to the ground.
g
Shiellding on lightting that direccts light downnward
will
w reduce thee potential forr avian attraction and strikkes. Approprriate design of the FAA ligghting
sy
ystem on the towers woulld minimize attracting
a
noccturnal migraating songbirdds. The Rio Mesa
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siite does not experience
e
po
oor visibility conditions (leess than 10 ddays in 2011 noting visibillity at
leess than 1 miile; typical visibility is 10
0+ miles; Weeather Underrground 20122) that could cause
in
ncreased poten
ntial for nightt-time collisio
ons into the toowers and helliostats.
•

There
T
are threee important differences
d
between the Soolar One faciliity (upon whiich the McCrrary et
all. 1986 study
y was based) that
t
reduce th
he relative rissks to avian ppopulations ffrom the Rio Mesa
SEGF as comp
pared to Solarr One:
¾ Location: Solar One waas surrounded
d by fertile aggricultural lannd and approxximately 126 acres
on ponds, wh
hich attractedd birds. By contrast, Rioo Mesa is buffered
of un-netteed evaporatio
from any farmland
f
(acttive or inactiv
ve) by more tthan one milee of desert sccrub, and willl have
only 4 acrees of netted ev
vaporation po
onds that willl not be near tthe power bloock towers.
¾ Advanced Heliostat Aiming
A
Controls: Solar O
One was an eearly applicaation of the tower
y and accordiingly was a research and ddevelopment project as w
well as an operating
technology
plant. Wh
hen not direccted at the bo
oiler, Solar O
One’s heliostaats focused oon two fairly small
standby po
oints, creating
g two high-co
oncentration ssolar flux poiints that, accoording to McC
Crary,
were respo
onsible for thee singeing of small birds. O
Our current coontrol technoology is muchh more
sophisticatted and efficient, which allows us to foocus heliostatss in a ring coonsisting of a much
lower conccentration flu
ux standby zo
one when nott focusing onn the SRSG. This significcantly
reduces th
he amount of energy in an
ny one point, decreasing tthe likelihoodd of harm to birds.
This low flux ring hass not resulted
d in any docuumented birdd mortality too date (see P
Photos
Section off this report).
¾ Size of Heeliostats: Heliostats at Solaar One were m
more than twiice as large (5500ft.2 vs. 2004 ft.2)
and nearly
y double the height
h
(25 ft. versus
v
12 ft.) of the heliosttats at the Rioo Mesa SEGF
F.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
This document shows the expected temperature of the air surrounding
BrightSource's solar receiver steam generator (SRSG).

1.1.

Abbreviations
CFD

Computational Fluid Dynamics

EVA

Evaporator

SEDC

Solar Energy Development Center

SH

Superheater

SRSG

Solar Receiver Steam Generator

1.2.

Relevant Documents

1.2.1.

Company-Specific Documents

The following documents are relevant for this document:
Doc Number

1.2.2.

Doc Title

Standards

The following documents are relevant for this document:
Doc Number

Doc Title
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2.

SUMMARY
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) work to date has focused on BrightSource's
pilot SRSG at the Solar Energy Development Center (SEDC); a separate model
was developed for the planned Ivanpah SRSG. The two models use different
parameters (e.g., wind speed) but still show the same qualitative results.
Wind speed used on the two models assumed low wind speed at the SRSG
altitude for worst case scenario.
Both models show a very modest temperature effect at distances of a few meters
from the SRSG surface. In terms of natural convection (in the vertical direction),
the effect of the SRSG on air temperature is negligible more than a few meters
above the SRSG.
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3.

RESULTS
Figure 1 is a plot of a CFD model of the pilot SRSG at SEDC, showing the air
temperature at a cross section of the evaporator (EVA) section of the SRSG, with
sustained wind at 2.2 m/s across the SRSG face (east to west). The surface
temperatures on the EVA section range from roughly 300–450°C (572–842°F),
while the superheater (SH) section temperatures range between 300–600°C (572–
1110°F). The evaporator section is 5m high by 5m wide, and rises to
approximately 75m above ground level. Figure 2 shows a similar plot for the 4m
x 4m SEDC pilot superheater section just below the evaporator section.

5m
SRSG
EVA

Figure 1: Air temperature at SEDC pilot evaporator cross section; wind velocity is 2.2 m/s
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5m

SRSG
SH

Figure 2: Air temperature at SEDC pilot superheater cross section. Wind speed is 2.2 m/s

Both Error! Reference source not found. and Figure 2 show that the only
noticeable temperature effect in the air temperature is downwind of the SRSG,
and even there, only a 10°C (18°F) temperature rise is indicated.
Figure 3 below shows the vertical temperature profile for the SEDC pilot SRSG.
An isosurface of the air at 20°C (68°F) is traced around the SRSG.
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10 m

Figure 3: Isosurface for air around SEDC SRSG at 20°C. The color of the surface represents
the wind velocity.

It is evident that just above the SRSG, air temperature is reduced to 20°C
(compared with the 15°C ambient temperature assumed in this model). In the
downwind direction (to the right in Figure 3) air temperature of only 20°C is
indicated within 5 meters of the SRSG skin edge. Again, based on Figure 2,
within 5 meters the temperature does not exceed 25°C.
The same type of CFD analysis was conducted for the planned SRSG at Ivanpah.
In this model, the ambient temperature is 27°C (80°F) and the nominal wind
speed is 5 m/s, wind direction from bottom right to top left. Figure 4, Figure 5
and Figure 6 show the air temperature at various elevations relative to the SRSG.
Surface temperatures are similar to the simulations shown previously and range
from ~300–600°C.
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Figure 4 shows the air temperature around the SRSG itself.

SRSG

16 m

Figure 4: Air temperature across the Ivanpah SRSG

Clearly, the air temperature directly adjacent to the SRSG is high, but within 1m
(about 3ft), air temperature falls to only about 35°C (95°F), only 8°C (~15°F)
above ambient. Within 2 meters, no noticeable change at all is indicated.
To evaluate the air temperature above the SRSG, cross plots of the air
temperature above the SRSG are displayed.
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16 m

Figure 5: Air temperature .5 meter above the Ivanpah SRSG

16 m

Figure 6: Air temperature 1.50 meters above the Ivanpah SRSG
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Figure 5 shows a maximum temperature of 63°C (145°F) in the plane 0.5 meters
above the SRSG, while at 1.5 meters above the SRSG (Figure 6), the maximum
air temperature drops to only 43°C (109°F). The temperature increase dissipates
rapidly, such that at a distance of the SRSG width, the there is no noticeable
temperature effect from the SRSG.
(Note that the scale changes between Figure 5 and Figure 6, so the meaning of
the colors changes between these two figures).

4.

CONCLUSIONS
The results from the CFD simulations for SEDC and Ivanpah SRSGs show slight
changes in temperature at distances of a few meters from the SRSG surface. This
is true both in the horizontal and vertical direction (natural convection), where
the temperature difference is negligible more than a few meters above the SRSG.
At the horizontal axis the change in air temperature was not greater than 10°C
(18°F) and decreased to ambient within 5m from the SRSG surface in the
downwind direction. Above the SRSG the air temperature dropped rapidly,
where at 1.5m above the SRSG the maximum temperature was only 43°C
(109°F) and decreased to ambient at a distance equal to the SRSG width.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
This document shows the expected temperature of the air surrounding
BrightSource's solar receiver steam generator (SRSG).

1.1.

Abbreviations
CFD

Computational Fluid Dynamics

EVA

Evaporator

SEDC

Solar Energy Development Center

SH

Superheater

SRSG

Solar Receiver Steam Generator

1.2.

Relevant Documents

1.2.1.

Company-Specific Documents

The following documents are relevant for this document:
Doc Number

1.2.2.

Doc Title

Standards

The following documents are relevant for this document:
Doc Number

Doc Title
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2.

SUMMARY
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) work to date has focused on BrightSource's
pilot SRSG at the Solar Energy Development Center (SEDC); a separate model
was developed for the planned Ivanpah SRSG. The two models use different
parameters (e.g., wind speed) but still show the same qualitative results.
Wind speed used on the two models assumed low wind speed at the SRSG
altitude for worst case scenario.
Both models show a very modest temperature effect at distances of a few meters
from the SRSG surface. In terms of natural convection (in the vertical direction),
the effect of the SRSG on air temperature is negligible more than a few meters
above the SRSG.
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3.

RESULTS
Figure 1 is a plot of a CFD model of the pilot SRSG at SEDC, showing the air
temperature at a cross section of the evaporator (EVA) section of the SRSG, with
sustained wind at 2.2 m/s across the SRSG face (east to west). The surface
temperatures on the EVA section range from roughly 300–450°C (572–842°F),
while the superheater (SH) section temperatures range between 300–600°C (572–
1110°F). The evaporator section is 5m high by 5m wide, and rises to
approximately 75m above ground level. Figure 2 shows a similar plot for the 4m
x 4m SEDC pilot superheater section just below the evaporator section.

5m
SRSG
EVA

Figure 1: Air temperature at SEDC pilot evaporator cross section; wind velocity is 2.2 m/s
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5m

SRSG
SH

Figure 2: Air temperature at SEDC pilot superheater cross section. Wind speed is 2.2 m/s

Both Error! Reference source not found. and Figure 2 show that the only
noticeable temperature effect in the air temperature is downwind of the SRSG,
and even there, only a 10°C (18°F) temperature rise is indicated.
Figure 3 below shows the vertical temperature profile for the SEDC pilot SRSG.
An isosurface of the air at 20°C (68°F) is traced around the SRSG.
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10 m

Figure 3: Isosurface for air around SEDC SRSG at 20°C. The color of the surface represents
the wind velocity.

It is evident that just above the SRSG, air temperature is reduced to 20°C
(compared with the 15°C ambient temperature assumed in this model). In the
downwind direction (to the right in Figure 3) air temperature of only 20°C is
indicated within 5 meters of the SRSG skin edge. Again, based on Figure 2,
within 5 meters the temperature does not exceed 25°C.
The same type of CFD analysis was conducted for the planned SRSG at Ivanpah.
In this model, the ambient temperature is 27°C (80°F) and the nominal wind
speed is 5 m/s, wind direction from bottom right to top left. Figure 4, Figure 5
and Figure 6 show the air temperature at various elevations relative to the SRSG.
Surface temperatures are similar to the simulations shown previously and range
from ~300–600°C.
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Figure 4 shows the air temperature around the SRSG itself.

SRSG

16 m

Figure 4: Air temperature across the Ivanpah SRSG

Clearly, the air temperature directly adjacent to the SRSG is high, but within 1m
(about 3ft), air temperature falls to only about 35°C (95°F), only 8°C (~15°F)
above ambient. Within 2 meters, no noticeable change at all is indicated.
To evaluate the air temperature above the SRSG, cross plots of the air
temperature above the SRSG are displayed.
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16 m

Figure 5: Air temperature .5 meter above the Ivanpah SRSG

16 m

Figure 6: Air temperature 1.50 meters above the Ivanpah SRSG
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Figure 5 shows a maximum temperature of 63°C (145°F) in the plane 0.5 meters
above the SRSG, while at 1.5 meters above the SRSG (Figure 6), the maximum
air temperature drops to only 43°C (109°F). The temperature increase dissipates
rapidly, such that at a distance of the SRSG width, the there is no noticeable
temperature effect from the SRSG.
(Note that the scale changes between Figure 5 and Figure 6, so the meaning of
the colors changes between these two figures).

4.

CONCLUSIONS
The results from the CFD simulations for SEDC and Ivanpah SRSGs show slight
changes in temperature at distances of a few meters from the SRSG surface. This
is true both in the horizontal and vertical direction (natural convection), where
the temperature difference is negligible more than a few meters above the SRSG.
At the horizontal axis the change in air temperature was not greater than 10°C
(18°F) and decreased to ambient within 5m from the SRSG surface in the
downwind direction. Above the SRSG the air temperature dropped rapidly,
where at 1.5m above the SRSG the maximum temperature was only 43°C
(109°F) and decreased to ambient at a distance equal to the SRSG width.
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ATTACHMENT 2

March 13, 2012

Pierre Martinez, Project Manager for Rio Mesa SEGF
California Energy Commission
1516 Ninth Street,
Sacramento, CA 95814‐5512

Dear Mr. Martinez,
We are pleased to provide our proposal for undertaking additional bird and bat survey activities. As
discussed herein, we have initiated Anabat acoustical monitoring as of February 9, 2012, migratory bird
surveys as of February 21, 2012, breeding bird and Gila woodpecker surveys as of March 7, 2012,
nocturnal radar monitoring as of March 12, 2012, and golden eagle aerial and ground surveys will be
initiated by Bloom Biological, Inc. on March 24, 2012.
Applicant thanks the agencies for participating in the Biological Resources Workshops on January 6 and
February 13, 2012. The Renewable Energy Action Team (REAT) should consider the full year of survey
data already collected, along with the information presented during the January 6 and February 13, 2012
Workshops (detailed below), in its evaluation of the additional 2012 surveys we are now proposing.
Applicant believes the work already accomplished is sufficient for the analyses of potential impacts to
avian and bat species. The additional surveys Applicant is proposing will provide an enhanced set of
data—well in excess of existing BLM and FWS protocols and in excess of surveys required for other solar
and wind projects to date—for the evaluation of impacts that may result from the project
Background on Technology Discussed at the Workshops. We would like to reiterate a few key points
relevant to the potential impacts to avian species that were discussed during the Workshops, specifically
the area of elevated temperature near the surface of the SRSG, and the concentration of solar flux where
reflected sunlight beams converge.
Elevated Temperature Near the Surface of the SRSG.
This occurs due to localized thermal convection near the face of the SRSG. The shape of the elevated
temperature zone is not fixed and depends on atmospheric conditions, especially wind. In calm wind
conditions the area of slightly elevated temperatures will tend to have a tear drop shape as hot air
rises.

BrightSource Energy, Inc.
1999 Harrison Street
Suite 2150
Oakland, CA 94612
www.BrightSourceEnergy.com

Solar One:
BrightSource does not have any of the model data relative to this factor for Solar One. Although
BrightSource has not modeled the Solar One boiler, the science that applies to convective heat
transfer is very similar to what we have modeled for our SEDC and Ivanpah plants. BrightSource is
aware that the heat absorptive coating on the surface of the boiler tubes at Solar One was the same
coating in use at SEDC. A more efficient coating that further improves absorptive efficiency is being
proposed for Ivanpah and Rio Mesa. However, since the boiler tube coatings used at Solar One and
SEDC are the same, similar results are expected for the two facilities for convective heat transfer at
the surface of the solar boiler.
SEDC:
The elevated temperatures around the boiler at SEDC have been predicted and calculated using a
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model.
The CFD model for SEDC demonstrates that the
elevated air temperature around the SRSG is limited to only several inches near the surface, at which
point the temperature is only 40oC above ambient, and then drops rapidly as distance from the SRSG
increases.
Rio Mesa Solar:
Based on the data from the CFD model run for Ivanpah and extrapolated for Rio Mesa Solar, the
elevated temperature area will extend less than 5 meters from the SRSG face horizontally and down‐
wind. Above the SRSG at 1.5 meters, the air temperature will drop to ~15oC above ambient, and will
continue to dissipate rapidly such that at a distance of 20 meters (SRSG width) above the SRSG
temperature is at ambient.
Solar Flux Concentration.
Occurs when the reflected sunlight of many heliostats are concentrated into a small volume in space.
The concentration of energy in itself does not cause a rise in the ambient air temperature, but any
surface (such as the tubes of the Solar Receiver Steam Generator (SRSG) or the body of a bird) will be
heated. The rate of temperature rise and the ultimate temperature of that a body or structure
surface within the flux will be a function of the amount of flux. The characteristics of the body or
structure subjected to the flux, such as how absorptive the surface is, its conductivity, the movement
or circulation of air around it (cooling), and the time the body or structure stays in the area of
concentrated flux, are all key factors in determining if and how a body or structure will be heated,
and what potential impacts could result.
Solar One:
Based on our knowledge of solar thermal power tower technology at the time Solar One was in
operation, common practice in the boiler industry for conventional metal tubes was to limit the
maximum solar flux on the receiver to 500‐600kW per square meter. To control process steam

pressure and temperature in the SRSG, heliostats would be moved between a standby point and the
SRSG.
Heliostat aiming controls at Solar One were primitive by today’s standards and calculation abilities
were very limited. As a result, when heliostats were not focused on the boiler, they were focused
onto four points in the space around the boiler, called “standby points.” Although we don’t know
what the actual flux concentration level was at those points at Solar One, our familiarity with the
project and the state of heliostat control technology at the time suggests it was around 1500kW/m2.
See Photo 1 for a view of Solar One and its standby points while in operation.
SEDC:
At SEDC, the maximum flux on the receiver is limited to 600kW per square meter. SEDC continues to
utilize the standby point system similar to that used at Solar One, except that SEDC has only two
standby points. The flux concentration at those standby points has been calculated at approximately
1000kW/m2.
While no formal study to measure bird mortality has been undertaken, during the more than 3 years
of operation with the plant manned daily including daily inspections of the solar field and area
around the tower and boiler, no bird mortality has been observed.
Rio Mesa Solar:
The proposed maximum flux on the receiver will be limited to 600kW per square meter. In addition
FAA regulations governing glint and glare above the plant limit the permissible amount of flux
concentration at a distance of no less than 500 feet, to the Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) for
the human eye, (10kW/m^2 for any size image, and 75kW/m2 – 126.5kWm2 from a single heliostat.
To ensure compliance with this standard, new advances in heliostat control technology allow
BrightSource power tower plants to utilize a standby zone that will form a ring‐like or halo shape
around and above the SRSG, rather than a few points. This ring‐like shape around and above the
SRSG zone will greatly reduce flux concentration, as each heliostat will be aimed at a slightly different
point (see Photos 2 & 3 attached). We estimate the flux concentration in the standby zone to be no
more than 500kW/m2 (see Photo 2).

Proposal for Additional Surveys & Studies:
Our proposal for additional surveys and studies is summarized in the following paragraphs, and each
element is then discussed in greater detail thereafter.
a. Additional migratory bird surveys will be conducted from February 21, 2012 to May 31,
2012, and from August 15, 2012 to November 1, 2012. The REAT recommended survey
protocol dated 12/16/114 and the observation points approved in Data Request Set 1A
will be used.
b. Raptor migration surveys will be conducted from March 6, 2012 through April 30, 2012,
and from September 1, 2012 to November 30, 2012. The REAT recommended survey
protocol dated 12/16/114and the observation points approved in Data Request Set 1A
will be used.
c. Phase 1 and 2 golden eagle helicopter surveys will be conducted during the 2012
breeding season following Pagel et al. 20107 as suggested in the REAT recommended
protocol dated 12/16/114.
d. Surveys for Gila woodpecker and other breeding birds will be conducted based on the
protocol described in Data Request Set 1A.
e. Surveys for elf owl will be conducted based on the cactus ferruginous pygmy‐owl
protocol as suggested in Data Request Set 1A, if required by the Committee.
f. Bat monitoring will continue for 1 full year from February 9, 2012 via Anabat acoustic
monitoring on the project site, per the REAT recommended protocol dated 12/16/114
and the three REAT approved Anabat monitoring station locations.
g. Radar technology will be utilized to monitor spring and fall nocturnal migration pulses of
avifauna from March 12, 2012 through May 31, 2012, and from September 1, 2012 to
October 31, 2012.
Below we discuss the survey work performed in 2011, followed by a discussion of the additional survey
work Applicant is proposing to conduct in 2012.

Summary of Spring and Fall 2011 Avian Surveys Including Methodologies and Key Findings:


Summary of Golden Eagle Nest Surveys
In February 2011 URS submitted a workplan of all surveys proposed to be conducted1. Those
included eagle surveys. BLM recommended using subcontractor Wildlife Research Institute (WRI)
to conduct the surveys. URS subcontracted WRI to perform eagle nest surveys per FWS
protocols2. WRI conducted Phase 1 helicopter surveys in mid‐March 2011 within 10 miles of the
project site, gen‐tie line and alternative substation locations to identify golden eagle nests. Phase
2 helicopter surveys were conducted in early May 2011 to determine occupation of the identified
nests by golden eagles. No golden eagle nests (active or inactive) were found on the project site,
within the gen‐tie corridor, or within the alternative substation locations associated with the
project. Four inactive golden eagle nests were found between 5 and 10miles of the project, the
closest of which is 6.25 miles away. One incidental sighting of two golden eagles west of the
project site in the Mule Mountains occurred during botanical surveys. Those two eagles were the
only sightings of eagles, incidental or otherwise, during all surveys conducted in 2011. All
participants of golden eagle surveys have several years of experience conducting helicopter
surveys and were fully qualified.



Summary of Migratory and Resident Bird Populations
URS followed BLM protocol3 for avian surveys in both spring and winter 2011. The main points of
the protocol are: one point count transect was to be performed per square mile of the project
site, for a total of 16 transects (14 on the Project area and two on the potential mitigation lands
to the east of the Project). Surveys were conducted on each transect once per week for four
weeks in the spring and fall 2011. Transects were concentrated on areas with high potential for
bird activity (e.g., washes, higher density vegetated areas). Each transect had eight point count
locations, a minimum of 250 meters apart, where two biologists recorded all birds that were
observed during a 10 minute duration within a 100 meter radius. All species of passerine, upland,
waterfowl, and raptors observed during these surveys were counted.
Additionally, the 2011 Spring and Fall Bird Point Count Survey for the Rio Mesa Solar Electric
Generating Facility, Riverside County, California report was docketed on February 13, 2012. This
report provides detailed information on the methods and results of the avian point count data
that was requested in Data Request Set 1A. Within Data Request Set 1A on Page 20, the agencies
have stated that this data may suffice for the weekly line transects or point counts, and that the
fourth day of transects previously recommended by the REAT agencies would therefore not be
needed. Data Request Set 1A recommends that transects should be conducted until the REAT
agencies complete their review of the data. Applicant is providing the raw data (electronically) as
required in Data Request 50 to facilitate Staff and REAT review and determination. Applicant is
available to answer any further questions that Staff or REAT may have.

Additional Survey Work Proposed by Applicant:
a. Migratory Bird Surveys: Weekly surveys for migratory birds will be conducted using the REAT
recommendations dated 12/16/114and the observation points approved in Data Request Set 1A.
Surveys will be conducted from February 21, 2012 through May 31, 2012, and from August 15,
2012 to November 1, 2012. Conducting surveys during these time periods will cover the entire
migration of passerine bird species in the area, and will provide a robust dataset to utilize in
assessing migratory bird abundance in the area. Qualified biologists will be stationed at four
observation points eight hours per day for three consecutive days per week (total survey effort of
324 person days onsite). Additionally, qualified biologists conducting raptor migration surveys
(see b. below) will be stationed at three observation points eight hours per day for four
consecutive days per week, and will be recording all observations of migratory birds in addition
to raptors (252 person days onsite). Observation point locations are located throughout the
project site and in the approximately 1 mile wide buffer zone of similar habitat between the
project site and the agricultural fields east of the project site. Three of the seven total
observation points within the project site are located at the proposed RMS tower locations
(please see Figure 1). All observation points will allow a wide expanse of observation area from a
single point and afford a location where topographic and biological features are likely to be used
by migratory birds and raptors during migration. All species of passerine, upland, waterfowl, and
raptors observed during these surveys will be counted. This survey methodology received REAT
agency approval on Page 19 of Data Requests Set 1A docketed on the CEC website on February 7,
2012.
b. Raptor Migration Surveys: Weekly surveys for raptors will be conducted using the REAT
recommendations dated 12/16/114 and the observation points approved in Data Request Set 1A.
Surveys will be conducted from March 6, 2012 through April 30, 2012, and from September 1,
2012 to November 30, 2012. Conducting surveys during these time periods will cover the vast
majority of the migration for all species of raptors and provide a robust dataset to utilize in
assessing raptor abundance in the area. The month of November will be focused more on
wintering raptors. Qualified raptor biologists will be stationed at three observation points eight
hours per day for four consecutive days per week (252 person days onsite). Raptor observation
point locations are spaced more than two miles apart and will be staffed by biologists who are
qualified to conduct both raptor and passerine surveys. Additionally, qualified biologists
conducting migratory bird surveys (see a. above) will be recording all observations of raptors in
addition to migratory birds (total survey effort of 324 person days onsite). All observation points
will allow a wide expanse of observation area from a single point and afford a location where
topographic and biological features are likely to be used by migratory birds and raptors during
migration. All species of passerine, upland, waterfowl, and raptors observed during these surveys
will be counted. This survey methodology received REAT agency approval, as noted on page 19 of
Data Requests Set 1A docketed on the CEC website on February 7, 2012.

c. Golden Eagle Breeding Season Surveys: Phase 1 and 2 golden eagle helicopter surveys will be
conducted following Pagel et al. 20107.The purpose of a Phase 1 golden eagle survey is to locate
nest sites and determine occupancy. The Phase 1 nest survey will be done via helicopter over 2
days and on foot over 1 day in March and/or April with Peter H. Bloom as the lead biologist. The
ground survey will be used to reexamine nest sites found during helicopter flights and to survey
cliff areas where there was uncertainty due to visibility issues from the helicopter. The study area
is the proposed project and all lands within ten miles of the proposed project. The purpose of a
Phase 2 survey is to determine productivity of active nests from the Phase 1 survey. This survey
will be conducted in late April or early May with Peter H. Bloom as the lead biologist. The Phase 2
survey will be done by helicopter over 2 days and on foot over 1 day. This protocol for helicopter
surveys was submitted to URS from Bloom Biological, Inc. and described as the appropriate
timing for helicopter surveys (total survey effort: 16 person days onsite).
d. Gila Woodpecker Surveys: Focused surveys for Gila woodpecker and other breeding birds in the
microphyll woodlands within the project fenceline and a 500 foot buffer are being conducted
based on the protocol presented in Data Request Set 1A. During the breeding season, focused
survey techniques to determine distribution and abundance of Gila woodpecker and other
breeding birds in the microphyll woodlands within the project fence line will be conducted. Three
line‐transect surveys providing complete coverage of microphyll woodland habitat, one during
the week of March 5, 2012, one at the end of March/early April, and one at the end of April/early
May, will be performed (survey effort: 36 person days onsite). If any Gila woodpecker nests are
located in either of the first two surveys, the acreage of established territories will be considered
occupied and no subsequent surveys will occur in these areas.
e. Elf Owl Surveys: Substantial evidence has been provided to the CEC indicating that elf owls are
not expected to occur on the Rio Mesa site due to a lack of suitable habitat and the absence of
any known and validated occupied habitat within 13 miles of the site. The nearest reported
observation of elf owl (from Robert McKernan, Director, San Bernardino County Museum,
Redlands, California) is from Wiley’s Well in 1976 (pers. comm. with Jon Goin, February 24, 2012).
This location is to the west of the project area on the other side of the Mule Mountains, and the
elf owls were observed nesting in a palo verde tree, although elf owls are not known to
commonly utilize this tree species for nesting. After reviewing the aerial photo of the Wiley’s
Well area (please see Figures 2, 3, and 4) and conducting a site visit, URS compared the
microphyll woodland habitat at the Rio Mesa site to the microphyll woodland habitat at Wiley’s
Well. Wiley’s Well contains dense windrow‐like clusters of tall palo verde trees along the
drainage channels (see attached aerial photo), whereas this configuration of trees is lacking at
the Rio Mesa site. The trees at Rio Mesa are widely dispersed with inter‐tree distances of 50+
feet being most common. URS identified small areas in the microphyll woodlands onsite where

the inter‐tree distance appears to be less than 50 feet. These areas amount to a total of 250
acres that could be extremely marginal habitat for elf owl.
If, after considering this information indicating that there is little likelihood of elf owl occurrence
on or near the Rio Mesa site, the Committee determines that surveys should be required,
focused surveys for elf owl will be conducted in these marginal areas and in any additional areas
where Gila woodpecker are detected during surveys (see d. above), as elf owls are capable of
utilizing abandoned woodpecker cavities for nests and roosts. Any elf owl surveys required by
the Committee would be conducted using the cactus ferruginous pygmy‐owl protocol requiring
three night visits and using taped vocalizations of elf owl to elicit a response(survey effort: 15
person days onsite).
f.

Bat Monitoring: Anabat acoustical monitoring stations were installed on February 9 and 10, 2012
and will provide acoustic monitoring for bats following the REAT protocols dated 12/16/114. The
three stations are within three different drainages supporting microphyll woodland habitat
within the project fence line. These will collect continuous data and be adequately spaced to
provide maximum coverage of the project area (please see Figure 1) (total field effort: 56 person
days onsite to download data from Anabat units). Extensive effort will be required to analyze this
data. No mist net surveys will be conducted. This protocol and the three Anabat locations were
approved via email from Heather Blair at Aspen Environmental Group on January 25, 2012.

g. Radar Monitoring: Radar technology will be utilized to monitor spring and fall nocturnal
migration pulses of avifauna at tower locations from March 12, 2012 through May 31, 2012, and
from September 1, 2012 to October 31, 2012. A single radar unit will be utilized to capture these
data.
Additional Reports & Information to be Provided:
Applicant will provide the following information to the REAT in further support of our proposal:
1. Eagle survey report from FWS protocol2 eagle surveys conducted in March and May of 2011.
(Please see appendices to the Biological Technical Report submitted with the AFC document)
2. Cibola research and Blythe 15‐mile circle Christmas surveys (Audubon Society).
3. 2011 Spring and Fall Bird Point Count Survey for the Rio Mesa Solar Electric Generating Facility,
Riverside County, California report (docketed on February 13, 2012).
4. Information that describes the relative status of the Colorado River path of the Pacific Flyway as a
minor route, and the main flyway as over the Salton Sea.

5. Information on BSE proposed evaporation ponds (located in the Project’s Common Area, more
than a mile from Power Towers). These ponds will be netted, as described in the AFC submitted
the CEC and BLM on October 14, 2011.
6. Historic bat survey data from Pat Brown and map bat foraging area as it relates to the bat
roosting locations at the two mines (Hodge and Roosevelt) in the Mule Mountains near the
project site.
Summary
Applicant believes that survey work conducted to date and the proposed additional surveys are sufficient
to achieve the REAT’s request for additional information on resident and migratory birds, raptors, and
bats in the project area. The total additional survey effort proposed includes 699 person days onsite
quantifying resident and migratory bird, raptor, and bat use of the project area, and 142 nights of
monitoring spring and fall nocturnal migration pulses of avifauna at tower locations.

Respectfully Submitted,

Todd Stewart
Sr. Director Project Development
Project Manager, Rio Mesa Solar
BrightSource Energy, Inc.
Attachments.
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Photo 1: Standby points and mirrors for Solar One project

Photo 2: Standby ring at Coalinga project

Figure 1: Proposed Anabat Locations and Bird Observation Points

Figure 2: Aerial Photo of Wiley’s Well Campground. Notice windrow of closely packed pale verde trees

Figures 3 and 4: Habitat at Wiley’s Well Camp

ATTACHMENT 3

Total Avian Survey Costs
$4,500,000
$4,000,000
$3,500,000
$3,000,000
Proposed
$2,500,000

Feb 13th
Dec 16th

$2,000,000

Dec 1st/2nd
March 29th

$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$‐
March 29th

Dec 1st/2nd

Dec 16th

Feb 13th

Additional Proposed Surveys
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GENERATING FACILITY
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Docket No. 11-AFC-04

PROOF OF SERVICE

I, Karen A. Mitchell, declare that on March 14, 2012, I served the attached REPLY
BRIEF OF RIO MESA I, LLC, RIO MESA II, LLC, and RIO MESA III, LLC via electronic and
U.S. mail to all parties on the attached service list.
I declare under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Karen A. Mitchell
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Bureau of Land Management
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lbelenky@biologicaldiversity.org
Center for Biological Diversity
Ileene Anderson
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Los Angeles, CA 90046
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ianderson@biologicaldiversity.org
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Carla Peterman
Commissioner and Presiding Member
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Project Manager
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